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ABSTRACT 
 
 
In recent years, small animals, such as mice and rats, have been widely used as subjects 
of study in biomedical research while molecular biology and imaging techniques open 
new opportunities to investigate disease model. With the help of medical imaging 
techniques, researchers can investigate underlying mechanisms inside the small animal, 
which are useful for both early diagnosis and treatment monitoring. Based on tracer 
principle single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) has increased 
popularity in small animal imaging due to its higher spatial resolution and variety of 
single-photon emitting radionuclides.  
Since the image quality strongly depends on the detector properties, both scintillation 
and semiconductor detectors are under active investigation for high resolution X-ray and 
gamma ray photon detection. The desired detector properties include high intrinsic spatial 
resolution, high energy resolution, and high detection efficiency. In this thesis study, we 
have made extensive efforts to develop novel emission tomography system, and evaluate 
the use of both semiconductor and ultra-high resolution scintillation detectors for small 
animal imaging. This thesis work includes the following three areas.  
Firstly, we have developed a novel energy-resolved photon counting (ERPC) detector. 
With the benefits of high energy resolution, high spatial resolution, flexible detection area, 
and a wide dynamic range of 27-200keV, ERPC detector is well-suited for small animal 
SPECT applications. For prototype ERPC detector excellent imaging (~350µm) and 
spectroscopic performance (4keV@Co-57 122keV) has been demonstrated in preliminary 
study. 
Secondly, to further improve spatial resolution to hundred-micron level, an ultra-high 
resolution Intensified EMCCD (I-EMCCD) detector has been designed and evaluated. 
This detector consists of the newly developed electron multiplying CCD (EMCCD) 
sensor, columnar CsI(Tl) scintillator, and an electrostatic de-magnifier (DM) tube. The 
detector offers the combination of an excellent intrinsic spatial resolution, a good signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR), a large active area, and reasonable detection efficiency over the 
energy range from 27 to 140 keV. Based on I-EMCCD detector we developed a 
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prototype dual-head single photon emission microscope (SPEM) system for mouse 
imaging. Both phantom and animal imaging experiments have been performed to 
evaluate system capabilities for ultra-high resolution SPECT imaging. 
In addition, we have presented a feasibility study of using emission tomography system 
for synchrotron X-ray fluorescence computer tomography (XFCT). Based on high 
resolution semiconductor detector and collimation aperture, X-ray fluorescence emission 
tomography (XFET) can offer more imaging information content by each detected 
photon and allow less scanning motion, which help to overcome the hurdle for current X-
ray fluorescence computed tomography (XFCT) and improve imaging speed. CCD-based 
emission tomography system has been set up at the Advanced Photon Source (APS) for 
phantom and animal imaging. It has demonstrated that XFET is capable of acquiring 3D 
element distribution with a greatly improved imaging speed.  
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CHAPTER 1 
Introduction 
1.1 Review of Small Animal Imaging Modalities   
In recent years, small animals, such as mice and rats, have been widely used as subjects 
of study in biomedical research while molecular biology and imaging techniques open 
new opportunities to investigate disease model. Because of ethical and economical 
considerations, many disease processes cannot be fully studied in human body. Small 
animals are good options for translational studies of human disease, and serve scientists 
well by providing a disease model which is economical and safe. Tremendous benefits 
can be reached through detailed studies of disease therapy [1, 2]. 
The need to study biological processes of disease model in small animal has stimulated 
the development of high-resolution small animal imaging methods. With the help of 
medical imaging techniques, researchers can investigate underlying mechanisms inside 
the small animal, which are useful for both early diagnosis and treatment monitoring [3-
5]. In in vivo medical imaging technologies, unique mechanisms contribute to produce 
externally detectable signal with respect to the interested process. It offers potential of 
visualizing and quantifying specific biological processes in a non-invasive manner. Due 
to the differences in the underlying physical principles a wide range of physical 
parameters are measured by these imaging modalities with widely different sensitivities 
of detecting contrast agents. A brief overview of some common imaging modalities, 
including optical imaging, magnetic resonance imaging, ultrasound imaging, X-ray 
computed tomography, and nuclear medicine is provided below. 
Optical imaging is a widely used in the study of small animals. This technique can be 
categorized into bioluminescence imaging and fluorescence imaging based on distinct 
mechanisms for light generation [7]. Bioluminescence is the light emission from a living 
organism where a chemical reaction converts chemical energy to light energy (emission). 
On the other hand, fluorescence is the light emission of an excited molecule, which is 
stimulated by a photon with a shorter wavelength. At present, both fluorescence and 
bioluminescence imaging are based on imaging the intensity of the light emission in the 
body of the small animal. Utilizing an optimal range of wavelengths with minimized 
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absorption in the tissue, the detection system generates 2-D images of the integrated light 
distribution. But the high degree of scattering in the body severely compromises the 
ability to accurately localize the signals, which strongly depends on the optical properties 
of tissue. The spatial resolution is still limited in the reconstruction of volumetric image.  
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is another noninvasive tool designed to image the 
properties of protons in an animal. The imaging system requires a combination of a high-
strength homogeneous magnetic field and a second radio wave.  The protons are aligned 
with the first strong magnetic field and lead to a net magnetization in the object. Then the 
second radio frequency (RF) field is manipulated to change the net magnetization. As a 
result, an oscillating magnetic field is produced by hydrogen nuclei and can be detected 
by specialized receiver coils. MRI is capable of producing excellent soft tissue contrast in 
small animal, because the difference of proton densities in tissues results in different 
return rates (relaxation time) of detectable signals. Lack of ionizing radiation, MRI is 
regarded as a safer noninvasive tool for a long observational time. Since the signal 
strength depends on tissue volume of interest, the relatively low sensitivity restricts MRI 
application in high resolution (small volumes) images at the expense of extending 
acquisition time[8].  
  
T=2d/c 
Figure 1.1: Schematic diagram of ultrasound imaging  
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Ultrasound is defined as the sound whose frequency is too high to be heard by human 
being. Ultrasound imaging utilizes this high frequency sound wave, which travels into the 
animal and is then reflected back. The return time of waves depends on the location of 
the reflector while the return intensity of waves reveals acoustic properties of the 
reflector (Figure 1.1). As a real-time imaging modality, ultrasound can be used to study 
high speed events, such as blood flow and cardiac function in the animal. Although 
ultrasound waves are easily disrupted by air or gas and can hardly penetrate bone 
structure in the animal, the ultrasound system is widely recommended as a real-time, 
portable, and inexpensive device. 
 
In recent years, there have been rapid advances in X-ray computed tomography (CT), 
which plays a critical role in medical imaging. The X-rays pass through the object and are 
attenuated by the intervening tissue. Then the intensity distribution of X-rays is recorded 
by X-ray detector as one projection. A large number of projections with different angular 
orientation are measured, and then are used to reconstruct cross section view of object by 
computer analysis. Due to the concern of radiation-induced effect (damage) to the object, 
the application of X-ray CT is limited for the longitudinal study. And this technique is 
Figure 1.2: Co-registered SPECT/CT image (red: radiotracer I-125 in mouse thyroid)  
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usually utilized to obtain high resolution anatomic information, and is widely used for 
bone imaging based on excellent contrast between bone mineral and soft tissues (Figure 
1.2). 
In contrast to all other imaging modalities, such as optical imaging, MRI, ultrasound, 
and X-ray computed tomography, nuclear medicine imaging makes use of the so-called 
tracer principle [9, 10]. With the availability of a large number of radio-labeled tracers, 
nuclear medicine imaging has been well established as a high sensitivity tool for 
quantitative measurement of tracer concentration in the animal. The tracer principle and 
excellent penetration ability of gamma ray offer nuclear medicine imaging techniques 
with the potential of exquisite sensitivity, which allows small radio-labeled molecule 
distribution with even picomolar concentration to be imaged by external gamma ray 
detector. It is possible to quantify the kinetic processes of chemical behavior while tracer 
interacts with molecules in the body. There are two imaging modalities within nuclear 
medicine: positron emission tomography (PET) and single photon emission computed 
tomography (SPECT).  
 
In PET imaging, the positron emitted from the radionuclide travels a short distance 
(positron range) and is annihilated with an electron. Two annihilation photons with the 
energy of 511keV, which have higher tissue penetration than those typically low energy 
photons in SPECT, are emitted simultaneously in almost opposite direction with slight 
angular deviation (acolinearity), as shown in Figure 1.3. The electrical collimator is used 
to register the annihilation position by the detection of this pair of photons, and leads to 
Figure 1.3: (a) The annihilation reaction between a positron and electron (b) Schematic diagram of PET detector 
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better detection sensitivity and uniformity. However, the intrinsic limitations, such as 
positron range and acolinearity, fundamentally restrict the spatial resolution in PET 
imaging.   
On the contrary, physical collimator is utilized in SPECT imaging. Compared to PET, 
SPECT has the potential of offering an improved imaging resolution at the expense of 
sensitivity. In recent years, SPECT has gained increaing popularity for imaging small 
animals due to its higher spatial resolution and a large variety of single-photon emitters. 
Based on the availability of long half-time tracers, SPECT is suitable for imaging 
endogenous molecules as well as monitoring slow kinetics process. In addition, multiple 
molecular pathways can be simultaneously monitored by using multiple single-photon 
tracers in SPECT imaging.  
1.2 Introduction to Small Animal SPECT    
In the field of molecular imaging SPECT has roughly the same performance 
capabilities as PET although its sensitivity is typically lower due to the use of physical 
collimation. However, SPECT imaging has some unique capabilities relative to PET and 
other imaging modalities. Firstly, SPECT is among the most sensitive imaging 
technologies which are capable to measure minute concentration of bimolecular with sub-
millimeter level spatial resolution. With rapid development of high performance gamma 
ray photon detector, many efforts have been made to push it even to hundred-micron 
level while tiny concentration of radio-labeled molecule can offer sufficient signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR).  
Secondly, with the benefits of relatively straightforward labeling, a variety of single- 
photon emitters with long half-lives, such as Tc-99 (6.02 hours), I-123(13.2 hours), In-
111(2.8 days), and I-125(59 days), make SPECT suitable for imaging a wide range of 
endogenous molecules, such as peptides, antibodies, and hormones. Since the 
endogenous molecules have relatively large size, a relatively long time is required for 
slow diffusion into tissue and clearance from blood, and to allow the acceptable target to 
background level for imaging study. Thus the time requirement favors these long half-life 
isotopes. Furthermore, it is relatively easy to use simple electrophilic iodination in one 
step without the need of highly specialized radiochemistry infrastructure and 
expertise[11]. On the contrary the specific activity of positron emitters, such as C-11 and 
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F-18, is fundamentally limited by their complex synthetic chemistry and relatively short 
half-life, while an expensive on-site cyclotron/radiochemistry production facility is also a 
great burden while using PET tracers. 
Thirdly, long-lived single photon emitters also provide the capabilities of measuring 
relatively slow kinetic processes. Many biological processes, such as cell division and 
neutrophils accumulation, need a long observational window after radiopharmaceutical 
administration to achieve acceptable contrast. For example, due to low dissociation rates 
some receptor ligands require a long time delay from the administration to the 
equilibrium state for imaging studies[12]. Based on the availability of longer-lived radio-
nuclides the observational time window of SPECT imaging can be extended to hours or 
even days while maintaining reasonable detection sensitivity.  
Lastly, a variety of radiotracers has been extensively developed for probing various 
molecular pathways, such as blood flow, metabolism, and protein binding. Although it is 
common to measure one of these parameters at a time, some complex biological 
processes, which are related to several molecular pathways in the body, are under active 
investigations. Thus it is crucial to resolve the temporal relationship among these 
molecular pathways. When using multiple molecules probes labeled by single-photon 
emitters at different energies, SPECT imaging offers the capabilities to probe two or 
more molecular pathways simultaneously [4].  
By the virtue of these specific imaging capabilities SPECT plays a substantial role in 
the imaging matrix and is under active investigation. Although SPECT originally is 
developed for human imaging, it is getting popularity in small animal imaging for 
translate studies, where pinhole collimation is the most common method used to image 
animals at high spatial resolution. For small animal SPECT system design, one of the 
major challenges is the size of the small animal. For example, the average weight of lab 
mice is between 20-30g, and the size is several orders of magnitude smaller than a 
human[10]. Also the mouse brain is around 1cm in diameter, which is an order of 
magnitude smaller than human brain. Therefore, it is difficult to use current clinical 
SPECT instruments developed for human body in small animal imaging. The gamma ray 
photon detection system for small animal SPECT imaging needs to be specifically 
designed for improving image quality with high spatial resolution[13].  
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1.3 The Major Challenges of Pinhole SPECT Imaging 
 
There are three basic components in SPECT system: the physical collimator, gamma 
ray detector, and image reconstruction algorithm. The physical collimator includes 
pinhole, parallel-hole, and coded-aperture collimators. In recent years, pinhole collimator 
is gaining popularity in small animal imaging. The major benefit of pinhole SPECT 
imaging is that it offers an improved spatial resolution with tiny pinhole openings for 
imaging a small object (Figure 1.4). The spatial resolution sR of the system can be 
estimated as the function of pinhole effective diameter D, detector intrinsic resolution iR , 
and magnification ratio M[14]. It is expected that the spatial resolution can be improved 
by using smaller pinhole diameter, larger magnification, and better intrinsic resolution.  
222 )11()( D
MM
R
R is ++=              (1-1) 
However pinhole SPECT imaging has some potential limitations, such as poor 
sensitivity and limited quantitative accuracy, for high spatial resolution imaging. For 
example, the detection sensitivity goes down by a factor of four with each halving of the 
pinhole size. Since using a small pinhole diameter will result in sensitivity loss at a higher 
speed, the challenge in SPECT system design is how to increase sensitivity while 
maintaining the high spatial resolution. Compared to a single pinhole collimator for 
Figure 1.4: basic pinhole imaging geometry (Magnification Ratio M = D2/D1) 
Object Pinhole Collimator 
D: effective diameter 
Gamma ray 
detector 
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multiple detectors around the object, multiple-pinhole collimator has the advantage of 
increased sensitivity and improved angular sampling.  The total system sensitivity S for a 
point source in the center of field of view (FOV) can be calculated by Equation 1-2.  
∑
=
=
N
i i
i
D
DS
1
2
2
116
      (1-2) 
But this increased absolute detection efficiency cannot be translated entirely. Due to the 
ambiguity of the origin of incident photon, the multiplexing projection reduces the 
accuracy of photon information[15]. Given object-to-aperture distance iD1 , the projection 
overlapping on the detector is increased with larger magnification and more pinhole 
number. As a result, each detected photon carries less information content than in a non-
multiplexed system. And the overlapping artifacts also substantially degrade image 
quality. 
Since the spatial resolution depends on both the geometric resolution ( gR = D
M
)11( + ) 
and the effective intrinsic resolution ( eR =
M
Ri ). One of the most promising ideas is to 
decrease the distance from aperture to detector and increase detector intrinsic resolution 
to compensate the reduced projection size, which allows more pinholes to be inserted 
with less multiplexing. When the number of allowable pinholes increase faster than the 
efficiency loss due to smaller pinhole size, the spatial resolution of pinhole SPECT 
system could be improved, even to hundred-micron level.   
Furthermore, with the rapid development of new gamma ray detector technologies, it is 
getting popularity to design a stationary SPECT system, which places a large number of 
detectors around the small animal. Both multiple pinholes aperture and smaller 
magnification can be implemented to increase system sensitivity and angular sampling 
without the need of object rotation. This stationary pinhole SPECT system will offer 
potential for quantifying dynamic biological process with high spatial resolution. The 
desired properties of high performance gamma ray detector include high spatial 
resolution, good energy resolution, high detection efficiency, and compact size. 
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CHAPTER 2 
Review of Gamma-ray Detectors for Emission Tomography 
In SPECT the projection information is acquired by gamma-ray detector, which 
properties show a strong influence on the quality of reconstructed image. The desired 
properties include high intrinsic spatial resolution, high energy resolution, and high 
detection efficiency. Both spatial resolution and energy resolution depend on the signal 
generated in the detecting medium while material with high atomic and high density are 
needed to offer good stopping power and reasonable photo peak efficiency. Based on the 
detecting medium, the gamma ray detectors can generally be divided into scintillation 
detectors and semiconductor detectors. Many efforts have been made to develop high 
performance and compact gamma ray detectors for small animal SPECT imaging. 
2.1 Scintillation Detector Technologies  
2.1.1 Basic Principle 
Materials that convert gamma ray, X-ray, and energetic charged particles to visible 
photons are called scintillators. In the scintillator the incident gamma photon creates no 
direct ionization or excitation. The photon detection depends on the interaction, which 
transfers all or part of the photon energy to an electron. Since photon energy is typically 
higher than average binding energy of electron, the scintillator materials could be ionized 
by three basic types of interaction: photoelectric absorption, Compton scattering, or pair 
production. For the energy range up to several hundred keV, the photoelectric absorption 
is predominate interaction mechanism, and its cross section is strongly dependent on 
atomic number of the medium. The resultant secondary electron is ejected and has 
enough energy to induce the ionization along the path. Consequently the kinetic energy of 
this fast electron is converted into scintillation (usually in the visible range) photons[16]. 
A common characteristic to all scintillators is that the number of scintillation photons 
produced in ionizing radiation is proportional to the deposited energy. While typically 
categorized as indirect conversion detector, an additional stage is required in the 
scintillation detector. The scintillation photon detector, such as a photomultiplier tube 
(PMT) or a photodiode, is coupled to the scintillator and convert these scintillation 
photons into electric signal. The quantum efficiency (QE) of scintillation photon detector 
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is typically determined in Equation 2-1. By analyzing the electrical pulse the meaningful 
information, such as the energy and interaction position of detected gamma ray photon 
can be resolved.  
photonsincidentofnumber
ronsphotoelectofnumberQE =    (2-1) 
In preceding decades, scintillation detector has been investigated as an excellent option for 
gamma ray detection. The main advantage of existing inorganic scintillation detector is their 
large detection volume due to the size of crystals that can be grown. With the technology 
maturity of detector manufacturing, scintillation detector has been the most commonly 
used in SPECT imaging. Along with the trend for making high spatial resolution and 
more compact detector, pixelated and micro-columnar scintillator has been under 
extensive investigation. While combined with high resolution scintillation photon 
detector, sub-millimeter or even better spatial resolution has been achieved. 
But the energy resolution of scintillation detector is inherently limited by the statistics 
of the scintillation photon and the resulting photoelectrons. Firstly a relatively high energy 
is required to create each information carrier (photoelectrons on the photocathode). For 
example, in conventional Anger camera it takes order of 100eV or more to produce single 
photoelectron on the photocathode. The limited number of information carrier 
fundamentally places the limitation on the energy resolution of scintillation detector.  
Secondly, due to indirect detection scheme and the inefficient conversion from 
scintillation photons to photoelectrons, the number of photoelectrons is predicted by 
Poisson statistics[17]. However, the Fano factor, which is defined as the ratio of the 
variance to the mean for the resulting photoelectrons, has always been observed to be 
greater than one in case of scintillation detectors [18, 19]. In other words, the energy 
resolution is not dominated only by the photoelectron statistics but also some other 
factors.  
It has been reported that there is increased variance from the non-proportionality (non-
linearity) in the scintillation efficiency[20]. The fact is that the conversion factor between 
the deposited energy and the number of produced scintillation photons is not constant, but 
dependent on several factors. For gamma ray interactions in scintillator, a cascade 
sequence is possible to produce multiple energetic electrons, each of which eventually 
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deposits its energy and produces scintillation photons, but the photon number is not 
exactly proportional to its energy[21]. The effect of this non-proportionality increases the 
variance of the total number of scintillation photons and hence the photoelectrons, which 
set the ultimate limit on scintillation detector performance.  
2.1.2 Overview of Scintillator Materials 
Typically the scintillator materials are categorized into two general types: inorganic 
scintillators and organic scintillators while different scintillation mechanisms are used. In 
organic crystals, the electron transitions in different energy levels of the molecules are 
responsible for the production of scintillation photon. These electrons are associated with 
the whole molecule rather than any particular atom. On the other hand, the scintillation 
process in inorganic materials is based on the energy states, which are determined by the 
crystal lattice. The electron is typically bound at lattice site where it is lower energy band, 
called the valence band. With the absorption of energy the electron can be elevated from 
this normal position into a higher energy band (conduction band) where the electron is 
supposed to have sufficient energy to freely migrate throughout the crystal.  
A variety of scintillator materials are available depending on the intended applications. 
The desirable properties include: excellent stopping power (efficient detection), a high 
scintillation efficiency (converting the energy into scintillation photons), good light 
collection (transparency to its own emission), light yield linearity (proportional to 
deposited energy), and fast time response (short decay time of fluorescence emission) 
[16]. In practical, scintillator material has to be chosen based on a compromise among 
these properties to best favor a given application.  
While organic scintillators, such as pure organ crystals, liquid organic solution, and 
plastic scintillators, usually have high hydrogen content, they are preferred for charge 
particle or neutron detection, but restricted in the gamma ray detection due to poor 
detection efficiency.  The most common scintillator materials used in gamma ray 
detection are inorganic crystals with the high atomic number component and high density. 
With the benefits of excellent light output and good linearity alkali halide crystals, such 
as sodium iodide (NaI) or cesium iodide (CsI), are most widely used in medical imaging 
applications.  
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The light output of scintillator is substantially important since it affects both the 
detection efficiency and the energy resolution. But the practical efficiency of converting 
deposited energy into scintillation photons is limited (typically ~10%) in the scintillator. 
One of the fundamental reasons is that the scintillator material must be transparent to the 
wavelength of its own emission for good light collection. And the typical width of band 
gap is also too high to produce visible photon (400nm-780nm). To enhance the 
probability of scintillation photon emission and reduce self-absorption, small amount of 
impurities or activators are often added to provide energy states in the band gap through 
which electrons can de-excite back into the valence band while the produced scintillation 
photon is supposed to have much lower energy (Figure 2.1). For example, in NaI(Tl) 
scintillator the band gap is 7eV for host crystal (NaI) while it is only 3eV for the de-
excitation process of activator (Tl). This places a fundamental limit on the energy 
resolution achieved by the scintillation detector.    
 
On the other hand, the spatial resolution of conventional scintillation detector is 
dependent on scintillation photon diffusion in the scintillator layer. As the crystal 
thickness increases the light spread also increases, which results in worse spatial 
resolution. Some specific scintillator structures have been developed to restrict lateral 
spreading of scintillation photons. For example, the pixelated detector has been designed 
to build up an array of individual scintillator element with small size (typically ~2mm) 
while the specific gap feature prevents scintillation photons from reaching neighboring 
pixels. The intrinsic spatial resolution of detector is improved and determined by the size 
of each element. In addition, less dead space can be achieved, which is very suitable for 
the small-field-of-view configurations.  
Another option to reduced scintillation photon spreading in the scintillator is to 
implement micro-columnar structure. The structured CsI(Tl) scintillators ranging from 
Figure 2.1: Energy band structure of an activated crystalline scintillator. 
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60µm to 2mm in thickness have been successful deposited while the columnar is well-
controlled growth throughout the film. However, the detection efficiency of even 2mm 
thick scintillator is still relatively low for high energy gamma ray (typically ~50% at 
140keV). Due to the limited thickness of presently available micro-columnar scintillators, 
high resolution application is focused in the low-to-medium energy (30-140keV) gamma 
ray detection.  
2.1.3 Traditional Photon Detectors Based on Photocathode 
In case of scintillation detector the scintillation photon detector is required to convert 
scintillation photons into an electrical signal with reasonable amplitude. As the beginning 
of the electronic chain, the desirable properties for photon detector include high quantum 
efficiency, low noise, and high internal gain. In order to improve the conversion 
efficiency of scintillation photon to electrical signal the spectral sensitivity of the photon 
detector needs to match with the emission spectra of crystal to achieve a good signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) and avoid signal deterioration by external noise,  
The photomultiplier tube (PMT) has been used for 40 years as an important and reliable 
photon detector which offers a very high internal gain (~106) without adding a large 
amount of noise to the signal. In PMT, the photocathode absorbs incident scintillation 
photon and re-emits it in the form of electron via the photoelectric effect. The electron 
can be accelerated in the following dynode, and gets multiplied by the process of 
secondary emission. After amplification through multiple dynode stages, the low 
intensity light is converted into an electrical current pulse with reasonable amplitude on 
the anode. However, there is no intrinsic structure recording where scintillation photons 
interact with photocathode. With the use of angle logic the spatial resolution is relatively 
poor (about 3-4mm). 
For imaging or position sensitive applications a wide variety of position-sensitive 
photomultiplier tube (PS-PMT) has been developed. In the multiplication process the 
spatial spread of electrons is minimized with the specialized dynode multiplier structure, 
such as proximity mesh dynodes [22] and metal channel dynodes[23]. Then multiple 
anodes are connected through a resistive network while the crossed anode wire readout is 
used to achieve 2D position information [24]. With the benefit of simple electrical 
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readout, high-count capabilities can be achieved. But there is inevitable nonlinearity in 
the spatial signals while using this simple resistive network.  
One of the effective improvements is to directly divide the anode into discrete anode 
array, each with its own independent readout connection. Thus, multiple-anode 
photomultiplier tube (MA-PMT) works as a matrix of PMT elements. Combined with 
pixilated crystals, MA-PMT has the capability to localize events with good spatial 
resolution to better than 1mm. And compact configuration makes MA-PMT ideal in use 
for small-field-of-view imaging. But there are wide gain variations across the field, and 
the energy resolution is fundamentally limited by the poor quantum efficiency of 
photocathode (~20%) [25, 26].  
There is another variant for PMT that is called hybrid photodiode (HPD), which also 
converts incident scintillation photon into electrons on the photocathode while using a 
different approach for electron multiplication. In HPD device the photoelectrons are 
accelerated by a large electric field (typically between 10 and 15 kV), and then strike on a 
silicon photodiode detector with the energy from the potential difference. The energetic 
electron deposits its energy by creating multiple electron-hole pairs in the photodiode 
[16]. For example, an electron with the energy of 10keV will create around 2800 
electron-hole pairs when all the energy is deposited in the active volume of photodiode. 
Since each pair carries electric energy, the signal gets amplified and is sufficient for the 
following electric readout components.  
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Figure 2.2: The single-multiple photoelectron spectrum from a single pixel HPD 
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While using a matrix of small photodiode pixels, HPD can provide interaction 
localization with the spatial resolution comparable with MA-PMT [27, 28]. Besides, 
compact size and good timing, the main advantage of HPD is excellent energy resolution 
because of lower statistical spread of output signal. This can be explained by high 
multiplication factor at the first interaction of the photoelectrons. The mean secondary 
electron yield of HPD is far more than that (typically <60) on the first dynode of PMT 
[16, 29]. Actually the relative variance in the output signal is dominated by electron 
fluctuations on the first dynode where the absolute number of electrons is smallest. With 
the sufficient gain value the individual photoelectron peak can be resolved in HPD, which 
is capable of separating single photoelectron events from those with multiple 
photoelectrons (Figure 2.2). Unfortunately, the output signal is inherently dominated by 
the photoelectron fluctuation due to the use of photocathode. And the internal gain is also 
limited by the practical potential difference and single multiplication stage, and thus is 
much less than that of PMT. 
2.1.4 Recent Development in Semiconductor Photodiode 
 
With the rapid advances in solid-state devices, semiconductor photodiode becomes a 
promising candidate for the replacement of PMTs to accomplish the same procedure 
while offering the advantages of higher quantum efficiency, ease to produce as 
monolithic diode arrays for high resolution application, lower power consumption, and 
more compact size. Since scintillation photon typically carries about 3-4eV, it is 
sufficient to create electron-hole pair while the band gap is about 1-2eV in the 
semiconductor. A basic configuration for a silicon PIN-type photodiode is shown in 
Figure 2.3. 
Figure 2.3: Basic configuration of a conventional silicon PIN-type photodiode 
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Depending on operation mode, semiconductor photodiodes can be generally divided 
into two groups: conventional photodiodes without internal gain and avalanche 
photodiodes (APD) with internal gain. In the conventional PN or PIN type photodiodes 
the electron-hole pairs converted from scintillation photons are simply collected on the 
electrode, while they are accelerated by a higher electric field along the collection path in 
APD device. In the multiplication region (M) the accelerated charge carrier (electron) has 
enough energy to generate extra electron-hole pairs, and thus amplify the output 
signal[30].  
 
For imaging applications, the spatial resolution of APD device is limited practically by 
channel size. Rather than placing one electrode on the back surface, position-sensitive 
APD (PS-APD) has been designed to use charge sharing among the addition electrodes 
on each channel to improve spatial resolution to ~0.5mm[31, 32]. With the benefits of 
compact size and high quantum efficiency, PS-APD has been used in high resolution 
small animal SPECT system. But the device needs to be cooled to liquid nitrogen 
Figure 2.4: The reach-through configuration for an avalanche photodiode (Top). And a resulting electric field when 
applying a bias voltage (Bottom). A: absorption region and M: multiplication region. Schematic diagram of a PS-APD 
with four corner contact design (Right).  A-D: four back contacts  
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temperatures in order to minimize the dark current noise [31, 33, 34]. And the typical 
gain value of APD device is only ~102, which is far less than that (~106) of PMT.  
To further improve the internal gain in avalanche photodiode, silicon multiplier (SiPM) 
has been designed to build many APD cells on a common Si substrate. Each APD cell 
has its independent operation. When increasing the bias voltage higher than breakdown 
level APD cell would be operated in limited Geiger mode. The single photon detection in 
the active volume will trigger electrical breakdown in the cell. A diode capacitor will 
start to discharge until the voltage drops below the breakdown voltage. Each cell has an 
individual quenching resistor, which works on the function of limiting the discharge 
current. In SiPM, a large array of cells is closely packed together, and their resistors are 
connected in parallel (interconnected circuit).  
For low photon flux, the detection probability for single cell is relatively low, and the 
output signal could be approximately proportional to the number of incident photons 
based on the interconnect quench circuit [35-37]. As a result, SiPM can take all 
advantages of APD device while achieving a relatively large gain value of ~106. However, 
the performance of SiPM is still limited for higher photon flux because of the nonlinear 
response and saturation. Since the breakdown can start not only by incident photon but 
also by any generation of electrical carrier, cooling is required to reduce thermally 
generated electrons[38]. Due to relatively small size and low flux capability SiPM is still 
under the development for practical SPECT imaging system.  
2.1.5 SPECT System Based on Scintillation Detectors 
At present, several SPECT systems have been developed based on scintillation 
detectors for small animal imaging (Table 2.1). Most of these systems are based on 
inorganic scintillation crystal, especially sodium iodide (NaI) scintillator, and PS-PMT 
[39-47]. However, since the intrinsic resolution of detector is limited (>1mm), high 
magnification has to been used to attain the desired high spatial resolution. Although the 
detector area of these systems is usually over 10cm×10cm, the collimator can utilize only 
a single pinhole or multiple pinhole with limited number for little projection multiplexing.  
In recent years there is a promising option to develop ultra-high spatial resolution 
SPECT system based on scintillation detector. The detector consists of columnar 
scintillator and CCD-based photon detector. Since CCD is capable of detecting the 
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visible photons with higher quantum efficiency up to 95% peak value and better spectral 
response at longer wavelength (from 400µm to 1100µm) than PMT, it is an excellent 
candidate for scintillation photon detection at high spatial resolution.  
Table 2.1: some existing/proposed SPECT system based on scintillation detector 
Systems Detector Aperture Spatial resolution Active area System configuration 
and FOV 
X-spect[44] 
 
NaI 1mm×1mm 
array 
Sph1, 
Mph2 
0.62mm 125mm×125m
m 
6mm thick 
1-4 detector 
 
NanoSPECT[42
, 48] 
NaI(Tl) and PMTs Mph 0.7mm (mouse) 
1.5mm (rat) 
215mm×230m
m 
 
4 detector Helical  
Φ3cm×L6cm(mouse) 
Φ6cm×L27cm (rat) 
microCAT[49] NaI(Tl) 1mm×1mm 
array PSPMT 
Mph 0.7mm@140keV 150mm×150m
m 
10mm thick 
Dual-detector 
~2.5cm 
SAMMIS 
[41] 
NaI(Tl) 1mm×1mm 
array 
PSPMT 
Sph 
PL3 
1.6mm@140keV 102mm×102m
m 
5mm thick 
Single detector 
2cm (Mag. =5) to 
10cm (Mag. = 1) 
Animal 
SPECT[50] 
NaI(Tl) array 
PSPMT 
Sph 
PL 
1.4mm@140keV Φ90mm 
6mm thick 
Single detector 
~3cm (sph) or ~9cm 
(PL) 
FastSPECTII[43
] 
NaI(Tl) scintillation 
3*3 array PMTs 
Sph 2.2mm 127mm×127m
m 
5mm thick 
16 modular in Ring 
configuration 40mm 
LumaGEM (A-
SPECT) [47, 
51] 
NaI(Tl) with 
2mm×2mm pixel PS-
PMTs 
Sph 0.53mm@140ke
V 
125mm×125m
m 
6mm thick 
Dual-head detector 
~2.5cm 
YAP-(S)[52] YAP:Ce 2mm×2mm 
pixel PSPMTs 
Mph 3.5mm@140keV 40mm×40mm 
30mm thick 
4 detector 
U-SPECT-
II[40] 
NaI(Tl) 
PMT 
Focused 
Mph 
0.5mm@27-
35keV 
0.45mm@140ke
V 
508mm×381m
m 
9.5mm thick 
Triple detector 
Ceraspect[46] Angular NaI and 63 
PMT 
Sph, PL 1.7mm@140keV Φ 31cm × W 
13cm 8mm 
thick 
Ring configuration 
~2.5cm 
BazookaSPECT
[6] 
Columnar 
scintillator , CCD 
MCP intensifier 
CA 
MURA5 
150 µm Φ25mm 
 
Single detector 
Mini Gamma 
camera 
(UGC)[53, 54] 
Columnar  CsI 
scintillator , EMCCD 
Mph 60 µm (intrinsic 
resolution) 
11.52mm 
×8.64mm 
 
Single detector 
U-SPECT-
III[55] 
Columnar  CsI,  
Photon counting 
CCD 
Mph 
 
150 µm (intrinsic 
resolution) 
N/A Stationary  
1. Sph: single pinhole, 2. Mph: multiple pinhole, 3. PL: parallel-hole collimator, 4. CA: coded aperture, 5. MURA: 
modified uniformly redundant array 
 
In such detector, the scintillation light of gamma ray interaction is imaged as a cluster 
on CCD. When the detector is operated in photon-counting mode, the individual 
interactions need to be spatially resolved which requires a fast CCD with high frame rates. 
However, the electronic noise associated with CCD readout substantially degrades the 
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) especially when frame rate is high. Due to the nature of low 
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light yield of scintillation process the signal amplification is required before the signal is 
read out.  
A second-generation image intensifier has been proposed to amplify the signal in 
Bazooka-SPECT [6]. With the amplification from the image intensifier, a low-cost, high 
speed CCD is feasible to operate in photon-counting mode. However, an optical system is 
required between columnar scintillator and high resolution CCD to provide a reasonable 
active area, which leads to substantial signal loss. And extra noise is also introduced with 
the use of micro-channel plate (MCP) in the intensifier.  
With the recent advances in chip technology  mini gamma camera (UGC) [53, 54] and 
U-SPECT-III [55] have been presented to use electron multiplying charged coupled 
device (EMCCD) sensor. The sensor typically is fiber-coupled or directly coupled to 
columnar CsI(Tl) scintillator. But the actual detector area is limited with the availability 
of EMCCD sensor. When optical fiber or lens system is used to increase the active area, 
the system suffers severely from the light loss due to the multiple inefficiency steps. It 
has also been proposed that the use of an electrostatic de-magnifier tube, a first-
generation image intensifier, coupled to EMCCD sensor can offer an enlarged active area 
(up to Ø8cm) and excellent signal-to-noise ratio.  Detailed information will be discussed 
in Chapter 4. Since lateral spread of scintillation photons causes blurring of the image 
with thick scintillator and it is difficult to collimate high energy gamma ray, the 
development of high resolution scintillation detector is under active investigation 
especially for low and medium (30-140keV) energy, such as I-125 and Tc-99.  
2.2 Semiconductor Detector 
2.2.1 Introduction of Semiconductor Detector 
Usually semiconductor detectors are made from silicon (Si), cadmium telluride (CdTe) 
and cadmium-zinc-telluride (CdZnTe, or CZT) semiconducting material. The detector is 
arranged between two electrodes with potential difference. Similar to scintillation 
detector semiconductor detector relies on gamma ray interaction in the detector medium, 
but in this case some pairs of electron and hole rather than pairs of electron and ion are 
created in the active volume between the electrodes. Since the energy required to create 
an electron-hole pair is constant, the number of pairs is proportional to the energy 
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deposited by the incident gamma ray. And these charge carriers in turn generates usable 
electrical signal on the electrode.  
In semiconductor detector the direct detection without the need to transfer gamma ray 
photon energy into scintillation light would be most efficient. The dominant advantage is 
that the required energy to produce information carrier (electron-hole pair) is more than 
one order of magnitude lower than that of photoelectron in scintillation detector. With an 
increase in the number of information carriers the statistical limit on energy resolution is 
reduced in the semiconductor detector. And greater amount of signal charge also leads to 
a better signal-to-noise ratio for a given electric readout noise. Furthermore, it has always 
been observed that the Fano factor (F) of semiconductor detector is six times lower than 
that of scintillation detector[16]. Thus, one of significant advantages of semiconductor 
detectors is its superior energy resolution.  
In addition, many other desirable features, such as compact size, capability of making 
rectangular shape element, and excellent intrinsic resolution, make semiconductor very 
suitable for high resolution photon detection. It is capable to build up a large number of 
very small rectangular two-dimensional detection elements, which offers a sub-half-
millimeter intrinsic resolution. In pinhole SPECT imaging, high resolution and compact 
detector has the potential of allowing more detectors and pinholes placed around the 
animal using smaller magnification. With the use of a large number of small-diameter 
pinholes a high spatial resolution can be achieved without sacrificing the system 
sensitivity.  
Since 1960s, silicon (Si) detector has been extensively used in imaging applications. 
But the photon interaction probability is less efficient in Si semiconductor due to low 
density and low atomic number. Some efforts have been made to design Si detector for 
low energy I-125 imaging. To achieve reasonable detection efficiency the largest 
depletion width is desired by p-n junction type device. However, the bulk leakage current 
coming from thermal generation substantially increases with the volume of the depletion 
region. Thus the use of cooling apparatus usually is required to reduce dark current noise 
in medical imaging applications.  
To make high performance gamma ray detector, the desired properties of 
semiconductor material include high density, high atomic number, and wide band gap. 
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Many efforts have been made to seek suitable semiconductor materials that incorporated 
at least one II-IV element with high atomic number[29]. With the advances in crystal-
growing, surface and contact treatment, CdTe and CZT compound semiconductors are 
most widely explored. Since the cross-section for photoelectric absorption varies as Zn 
(4<n<5), the much higher atomic numbers of Cd (Z=48), Zn (Z=52), and Te (Z=52) offer 
higher photo peak fraction than Si (Z=14). And the detection efficiency per unit thickness 
also substantially increases with the benefit of high density. In addition, with a large band 
gap (>1.5eV) the CdTe and CZT semiconductors could effectively reduce bulk-generated 
leakage current, and thus operate at room temperature [56]. When applying sufficient 
overvoltage, drift velocities of the charge carriers (electron/hole pair) are saturated in the 
semiconductor. The carrier motion induces corresponding charge on the electrodes, 
which can be measured to determine the deposited energy. Because of poor collection 
efficiency of carriers, the pixelated array detector is typically employed to function as 
electron-only device. The individual pixel signal is used to provide the position 
information.  
Table 2.2: some existing/proposed SPECT system based on semiconductor detector 
Systems Detector Aperture Spatial 
resolution 
Active area System configuration  
And FOV 
Silispect[57] Dual-headed 
Silicon double-sided 
strip detector (DSSD) 
Focused 
Mph 
59 µm (intrinsic 
resolution) 
60.4mm×60.4m
m 
1mm thick 
4 detector 
Stationary 
SPECT@Law
rence 
Berkeley 
lab[58] 
Pixellated Si(Li) 
1mm×1mm Detector 
PL 1.6mm@27-
35keV 
64mm×40mm 
6mm thick 
Single detector 
FLEX 
Triumph[59] 
CdZnTe pixel 
detector 80×80 array 
1.6mm 
Sph Mph 1.6mm (intrinsic 
resolution) 
12.5cm×12.5cm 
5mm thick 
Dual Detector 
eXplore 
speCZT 
Pixellated CZT Mph N/A N/A 10 detector in ring 
stationary 
configuration  
MediSPECT[6
0, 61] 
CdTe pixel  
256×256 array 55µm  
Medipix2 
CA4 
Sph 
110 µm@27-
35keV 
14mm×14mm 
1mm thick 
Object and aperture 
rotated 
SemiSPECT[6
2, 63] 
8 CdZnTe pixel 
detector 
64×64 array 380µm  
List-mode 
Sph 1.4 
mm@140keV 
40% 
24.3mm×24.3m
m 
2mm thick 
8 detector in 
octagonal ring  
configuration  
32mm 
1. Sph: single pinhole, 2. Mph: multiple pinhole, 3. PL: parallel-hole collimator, 4. CA: coded aperture 
 
Compared to the scintillation detector, semiconductor detector has several advantages, 
such as compact size with small dead area, potential ease of high intrinsic spatial 
resolution, and excellent energy resolution with direct detection. Based on the rapid 
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development of semiconductor technology and microelectronics, many efforts have been 
made to develop high performance semiconductor detector for small animal SPECT 
imaging (Table 2.2). 
2.2.2 Silicon Semiconductor Detector for Low Energy I-125 Imaging 
Because of its low atomic number (Z=14) and low density (ρ=2.3g/cm3), silicon (Si) is 
normally not considered for use of most medium- to high-energy photon detection. 
Actually Si has an adequate photoelectric fraction (~80%) and reasonable intrinsic 
efficiency for low-energy I-125 photon. For medical imaging applications, double-sided 
strip detector (DSSD) has been available with the pitch size of less than 100µm. In basic 
geometry, the highly doped p+ and n+ strips are implanted orthogonally on either side 
(Figure 2.5). The gamma ray interaction triggers both p+ and n+ strips to provide 2D 
coordinates [64, 65]. Due to intrinsic ambiguity, while two photons hit the same device 
unit within the signal collection time, DSSD is limited as a positive sensitive sensor for 
low flux applications[66].  
 
In SiliSPECT [57], dual-headed DSSD has been successfully implemented in low-
energy single photon imaging. The detector provides 1mm bulk thickness and 
60mm×60mm active area. The strip pitch is 59µm, which determines attainable intrinsic 
resolution.  With 1024 channel readout from each side, a total of 16 custom-designed 128 
n-bulk 
Figure 2.5: Cross-sectional view of a double-sided strip detector (DSSD). The highly doped positively charged or p-
type silicon strips (p+: yellow) and the negatively charged or n-type silicon strips (n+: blue) are implanted orthogonally 
to provide two-dimensional coordinate measurements. Each n+ strip is surrounded by a floating p+-doped implantation 
to be isolated from any adjacent strips.  
p+ strip side 
n+ strip side 
p+ stop strip 
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channel ASIC (Gamma Medica-Ideas: VaTaGp6) is wire-bonded to 2048 independent 
strips. 4-bit DAC in each channel is used to compensate trigger threshold variation while 
the detector is operated in sparse readout mode.  Since the attenuation length of 30keV 
photon is about 3mm in silicon, dual detectors have been stacked to improve system 
efficiency in in vivo I-125 imaging. 
Due to the availability of material purity major limitation of Si detectors is the 
maximum depletion depth or active volume that can be created. In general a relatively 
high bias voltage (typically of order kilovolts) is required to maximize the collection of 
electrons and holes and increase their drift velocity in silicon. But the maximum of 
depletion depth is limited ~2mm although applied bias voltage is almost closed to 
breakdown level. An additional procedure of lithium (Li) drifting doping is commonly 
applied to neutralize acceptors in the depletion region and obtain junction depletion length 
(up to ~15mm) [16].  
Use of 6mm thick pixilated lithium-drifted silicon [Si (Li)] detector has been proposed 
for in vivo I-125 imaging. The detector has high interaction probability of >90%, and an 
relatively large active area of 64mm×40mm with a pixel pitch of 1mm. The measured 
spatial resolution is 1.6mm FWHM at an imaging distance of 20mm [58]. Due to the 
concerns of bulk-generated leakage current and gradual redistribution of drifted lithium a 
relatively low operation and storage temperature is required.  
2.2.3 Room-temperature Semiconductor Detector 
Besides single chemical element material, cadmium telluride (CdTe) as compound 
semiconductor has been under extensive investigation and shows excellent promise in the 
field of medical imaging. The CdTe material has a high atomic numbers (ZCd=48, 
ZTe=52), high density (ρ=6.06g/cm3), high resistivity (~109Ω•cm), and a relatively large 
bandgap (1.52eV). With the benefit of the high absorption efficiency CdTe offers 
potential of achieving high spatial and energy resolution while maintaining intrinsic 
efficiency comparable to NaI(Tl) at similar thickness. The larger bandgap permits 
detector room temperature operation with simple and compact detector package.  
Because of low mobility and short lifetime of hole the spectroscopic performance of 
CdTe detector degrades with increased thickness although electron transport property is 
relatively good. Due to the concern of carrier recombination and trapping a strong 
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electrical field is desirable for a better charge collection. However, the use of higher bias 
voltage ultimately increases the leakage current and thus electrical noise. One of the 
promising approaches is to use indium (In) as the anode electrode for p-type CdTe 
semiconductor, which forms a Schottky rectified metal contact. The high Schottky barrier 
allows a two orders of magnitude smaller leakage current than the traditional Pt/CdTe/Pt 
configuration[67]. But it is technically difficult to produce patterned barrier (In) contact, 
and only ohmic (Pt) contact on the cathode is capable to be pixelated.  
Actually it has been found that the addition of element zinc (Zn) helps to increase the 
material resistivity[68]. Since the bandgap can stretch up to 1.64V with varying the 
concentration of Zn, which substitute Cd in element lattice, cadmium zinc telluride (CZT) 
has been under active investigation to achieve higher resistivity (>1010Ω•cm) and lower 
leakage current than that in CdTe semiconductor [56].  
As far as of now, CdTe and CZT crystal is not as mature as silicon. But with the 
improvement in the control of crystal-growing process, it has been commercially 
available with multiple pixel modules and implemented in imaging applications. By 
adding an array of pixel electrodes on anode, the localization of interaction can be 
accomplished while these small elements are electrically isolated from each other and 
equipped with independent electrical connection and readout channel.  
It is possible to place a large number of these high energy resolution and high spatial 
resolution detector modules around small animal. As an example, CZT detectors have 
been commercially used in the FLEX triumph SPECT-PET-CT system developed by 
Gamma Medical-Ideas. Each detector has an active area of 12.5cm×12.5cm and consists 
of 5×5 modules. And each module consists of 16×16 array of square pixels with the pitch 
of 1.6mm and 5mm thick. The energy resolution is 4% at 140keV, which is substantially 
better than typical 10% by NaI scintillation detector [59].  
When carefully selecting the pixel size the anode readout can be not only relatively 
insensitive to the hole movement in thick crystal, but also has a  small capacitance and 
leakage current, which leads to reduced electronic noise and yields good energy 
resolution for single pixel events. Also much finer spatial resolution can be achieved 
while using smaller pixel size. In SemiSPECT system, eight pixel detectors are arranged 
in the octagonal ring configuration [62, 63]. Each detector consists of a 
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26.9mm×26.9mm×2mm CZT crystal, which is patterned on one surface into 64×64 pixel 
arrays with the pitch of 380µm. The detector chip is connected to a separate readout chip, 
which uses high performance application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC). This readout 
ASIC is fabricated with the same pitch size as the detector pixel, and bump bonding is 
employed to provide an electrical connection between pixel and its independent readout 
electronics with minimized stray capacitance. A separate reset-gated integrator is 
provided for every pixel, and the whole array is readout in a raster scan pattern at a 
frequency of ~1 kHz.  
Since it is a substantial burden to record analog signal for a large array of pixels, the 
pixel signal usually is discriminated within a selected energy range, and then the count 
number of each pixel is digitally stored. In this case, the photo peak fraction, which is 
defined as the ratio of the number of selected event to the number of detected interaction, 
is dependent on the energy spectrum of single pixel and crucial to achieve reasonable 
trigger efficiency. With the benefit of small pixel effect a good photo peak fraction can be 
achieved for single pixel events. However, there is substantial degrade for multiple pixel 
events due to the charge sharing and charge loss effect. The energy resolution is about 
10% at 140keV while the signal of all neighboring pixels (3×3 array) is summed[69]. 
In addition, 3-D position sensitive detection can be achieved by using small anode pixel 
while the signals from both anode and cathode are readout. A CZT detector with 
1cm×1cm×1cm crystal and 11×11 pixelated anode has been developed. The detector is 
operated in serial readout mode and all channels are digitalized by using multiplexer to 
automatically switch channel by channel by the readout clock. It takes about 0.5ms to 
read out all the channels [70, 71].  
The depth information can be derived from depth sensing techniques while the lateral 
position and energy information is obtained directly from triggering pixel. For single-
interaction events the cathode signal is proportional to both the deposited energy and the 
interaction depth because of the almost linear weighting potential.  Since the anode signal 
is almost proportional to the deposited energy the interaction depth can be estimated from 
the cathode-to-anode signal ratio (CAR). But it is a little complicated for multiple-
interaction events. The cathode signal of detector is triggered by gamma ray interaction 
when the electron cloud of primary interaction starts to drift. On the other hand, the 
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induced signal on the anode cannot reach the threshold until the electron cloud is close to 
anode pixel. Assuming almost constant electron drift speed, different electron drift times 
could indicate the depths of multiple interactions. This approach offers the potential of 
correcting depth-of-interaction (DOI) effect while using large volume semiconductor for 
high energy photon detection. With the benefit of depth information it is possible to sort 
the events into energy spectrum depending on different depths. Then these energy 
spectrums are aligned the photo peak at the same position. With the improvement of 
corrected energy spectrum, the energy resolution has been reported of  ~1% FWHM at 
662keV for single-pixel events[72].  
2.2.4 Development of Hybrid Semiconductor Detector 
To further reduce the pixel size for better spatial resolution while maintaining 
excellent energy resolution the pixel-based readout scheme is much attractive for 
semiconductor detector. With the rapid development of CMOS technology the hybrid 
pixel semiconductor detectors are under active investigation for the high resolution 
(hundred-micron level) imaging application. In hybrid detector the semiconductor sensor 
layer is bonded on to a low noise electronics layer with the matching pixel pattern[73]. At 
the beginning of the 1990’s the Medipix ASIC family has been introduced with the aim 
of taking advantage of the submicron CMOS technology to offer low noise readout chip 
with large number and small size pixel for semiconductor detector.  
The first version of readout ASIC (Medipix1) is developed for particle detection in 
high energy physics experiments, and thus is designed to be bump-bonded to Si and 
GaAs detectors. This ASIC has 64×64 square pixels with the size of 170µm and offers an 
active area of 1.2cm. The analog front-end includes a charge sensitive pre-amplifier and a 
shaper. The incoming charge from semiconductor pixel is amplified and compared with a 
threshold in a comparator. If the signal exceeds this threshold, the event is counted with 
maximum count-rate of 2MHz for the whole chip[74].  
With the benefit of 0.25µm CMOS technology a significant reduction of pixel size 
become feasible in Medipix2, which offer a better intrinsic resolution (55µm) than 
Midepix1. And the active area is expanded a little bit to 2cm2 with 256×256 pixel array. 
Each readout channel consists of a preamplifier, a window comparator, and a 13-bit 
counter. Both upper and lower thresholds of comparator are set by individual DAC with 
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the energy window down to 1.4keV. To overcome the non-uniformity of material and 
residual threshold variations a 3-bit fine threshold adjustment is available in each pixel.  
The maximum rate of handling random events increases to 100 kHz for single pixel [75-
77]. In MediSPECT system Medipix2 readout chip is bump bonded to 1 mm thick CdTe 
detector, and operated in single photon counting mode. A single frame of 256×256×13 bit 
data is read out after acquisition [60, 61]. However, the spectral performance is limited 
by the charge sharing between neighboring pixels, which substantially distorts the energy 
spectrum of single pixel.  
Based on the development of deep sub-micron (0.13µm) CMOS technology it is 
feasible to implement more functionality per pixel while maintaining compact pixel size. 
In Medipix3 chip it allows the communication among the neighboring pixels based on 
event-by-event summing (charge summing mode). The prototype chip shows a better 
energy resolution through real time correction of charge sharing with the sacrifice of 
spatial resolution[78].  
Actually the state of the art of patterning small pixel size down to less than 50µm is 
technically available. However the charge sharing effect due to electron cloud and 
diffusion among pixels distorts the energy spectrum of pixel detector, whose impact 
increases as the pixel size is decreased with respected to the detector thickness. While 
pixel size decreases to hundred-micron level, the charge diffusion becomes substantial 
limitation for the photo peak efficiency because the fraction of multiple-pixel events 
increase with reduced pixel size. Although it can be partially compensated by summing a 
small array of neighboring pixels, the energy resolution cannot be fully recovered due to 
charge loss and the extra noise from a large number of pixels. In addition, complicated 
functions among many channels also result in substantial burden. 
Thus the pixel dimension should be optimized based on the imaging application. It is 
desired to be large enough to minimize charging sharing effect, yet small enough to offer 
the small pixel effect and correct detector non-uniformity. Since small pixel size is 
necessary to achieve a good spatial resolution, there is a trade-off between spatial 
resolution and energy resolution for semiconductor detector. And thus the spatial 
resolution is fundamentally limited for ultra-high resolution imaging applications due to 
the concerns of energy resolution and electronic burden.   
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CHAPTER 3 
Development of a Novel Energy-Resolved Photon-Counting 
(ERPC) Detector 
3.1 Principle of ERPC Detector 
In pinhole SPECT imaging, the desired properties of gamma ray detector include high 
spatial resolution, high energy resolution, compact, and large active area.  Since spatial 
resolution determines how precisely gamma ray detector can localize an emission event, 
finer structure of radiotracer distribution can be resolved with better detector resolution. 
It is possible to use smaller magnification and place more high-resolution compact 
detectors and pinholes around the object to increase sensitivity and angular sampling of 
detection system.  
On the other hand, good energy resolution is important for gamma ray detector to 
reduce physical effects, which could degrade the image quality. For example, Compton 
scatter events in the object or the detector medium can be recorded, which probably lead 
to mispositioned events and thus significantly blur the image and limit the detectability of 
low concentration radiotracers[79, 80]. With the help of excellent spectral performance, 
the photo-absorption events, which deposit total energy in the detector medium, can be 
effectively discriminated from these background events. In addition it also offers the 
potential of probing two or more tracers simultaneously by detecting isotopes with 
different energy.  
For the semiconductor detector, the intrinsic spatial resolution is inherently dependent 
on the pixel size. But charge diffusion is known to degrade both the energy resolution and 
trigger efficiency for small pixels. Although using sparse readout logic charge sharing 
effect could be reduced by summing neighboring pixels, this approach will not fully 
recover energy resolution due to the charge loss. And it also substantially increases 
system complexity, especially for a large number of pixels.  
A novel energy-resolved photon counting (ERPC) detector is under development in our 
lab. The detector design is optimized for small animal SPECT imaging. Actually there is 
no explicit incentive of imaging resolution less than 200µm in in vivo small animal 
imaging. It is also difficult to label a few hundred micron volumes with adequate activity 
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for providing sufficient counting statistics in projections. To achieve a good energy 
resolution, the pixel size of ERPC detector is designed to be as large as acceptable. For 
the target resolution of 250~350µm, the 320µm pixel size (350 µm pitch) is designed to 
ensure excellent spatial resolution in comparison with conventional gamma ray detector, 
while offering a relatively low probability (~10%) of charge sharing events for gamma 
rays at 140keV[81]. 
 
A prototype ERPC detector of 4.4 cm × 4.4 cm in size is shown in Figure 3.1. The 
detector is based on hybrid pixel detector concept, each hybrid having a pixilated CdTe 
Figure 3.1: Pixelated ERPC CdTe semiconductor detectors and the readout electronics. (Upper left panel): A pixelated 
CdTe detector of 11 mm×22 mm×1 mm in size with 350µm pixels; (Upper right panel): the CdTe/ASIC hybrid that 
consists of a CdTe detector bump-bonded to the ERPC readout ASIC we have developed. (Lower panel): the 
prototype ERPC detector assembly with eight hybrids attached. 
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or CZT sensor bump-bonded to a custom-designed CMOS readout ASIC. Both the sensor 
and the readout ASIC have matching pixel pattern that consists of an array of 32×64 
pixels with 350µm pixel pitch. A flexible imaging area can be offered by using multiple 
detector hybrids.  
These hybrids are wire-bonded to readout printed circuit board (PCB) that provides the 
logic and timing signals, data pathway, and power to ASIC chips. This digital board has 
also been incorporated with a 32MB data buffer for temporarily data storing, an on-board 
ADC, and a field-programmable gate array (FPGA). As the bridge between ASIC and 
host computer FPGA controls ASIC readout operation and data communication through a 
USB 2.0 interface or a Camera-Link interface.  
Based on commercial 0.35µm CMOS technology, each ASIC channel is equipped with 
an AC-coupled charge sensitive amplifier, a comparator, peak/hold circuit, and a 10-bit 
multi-function counter. In each pixel the logic unit is incorporated for controlling, address 
decoding, and readout modes selection. The comparator has a typical differential 
topology with an external analog control voltage for adjusting threshold level. To achieve 
accurate alignment of readout channels, two 8-bit DACs can be used to correct pixel-to-
pixel variations in offset and gain.  
 
One of key features of ERPC ASIC is that on pixel ADC is available to digitize the 
collected signal of individual interaction with adjustable precision (Figure 3.2). When a 
gamma ray interaction occurs in the detector, the corresponding pixel signal (start 1) is 
Figure 3.2: Pixel circuitry implemented in the ERPC ASIC 
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used to trigger a 10 bit time-to-digital convert (TDC), and also starts an 8-bit DAC, 
which is driven by a 10MHz clock signal to generate an increasing ramp signal. This 
ramp signal can be compared with the output of peak/hold circuitry. When two 
amplitudes are almost the same, a stop signal is sent to TDC. As a result, the amplitude of 
pixel signal is recorded proportionally by the output of TDC. By changing the step size of 
the ram signal, the conversion time is adjustable depending on the desired precision. For 
example, it takes 25.4µs to perform an 8-bit conversion, and only 1.6 µs for a 4-bit 
conversion. After the conversion, the pixel address and output of TDC are sent to readout 
bus while ASIC is reset for incoming events. Each ASIC chip is capable of handling the 
events at the maximum of 25k counts per second (cps) with 8-bit precision or 400k cps 
with 4-bit precision. Since the event rate is strongly limited by the high resolution 
collimation, the detector count rate should be adequate for high resolution SPECT 
applications. The detailed information of ERPC ASIC is listed in Table 3.1.   
Table 3.1: Design Specifications for the ERPC ASIC 
Physical dimensions 1.1 cm × 2.2 cm, with 32×64 pixels 
Pixel size 350 µm × 350 µm 
Preamp gain 10 µV/electron  
Shaping time ~1 µs 
Gain correction 8-bit 
Offset correction 8-bit 
Threshold control 10-bit, common to all channels 
ADC On pixel, 4-bit to 8-bit 
Readout modes  Photon counting 
 Energy resolved readout with on-pixel ADC 
Count rate capability  15 Mcps per pixel in photon-counting mode 
 0.8 Mcps with 6-bit ADC and 0.2 Mcps 8-bit ADC 
Energy resolution 
(with CdTe detector) 2.5-3.5 keV FWHM @ 140 keV (measured) 
Dynamic range 27 keV – 200 keV  
 
Secondly, the ASIC can operate in event-by-event mode. It provides 3D interaction 
position, energy deposition, and a trigger signal following each detected photon 
interaction. Based on a discrete readout channel for cathode signal, the ASIC output can 
be synchronized. Then, the depth of interaction can be estimated from the anode/cathode 
signal ratio [70, 72]. Since ERPC detector is designed to readout 1-5 mm thick CdTe or 
CZT sensors, the parallax error causes a severe degradation of spatial resolution for thick 
sensor. The depth information could be used to further improve both spatial and energy 
resolution. 
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With the benefits of this newly developed ASIC, the ERPC detector is capable of 
offering an excellent energy resolution and a high spatial resolution, while the detector 
hybrid is compact and offers a flexible detection area that be easily tailored for different 
imaging applications. These make the ERPC detector ideal for use in SPECT imaging. 
The prototype detector consisting of eight hybrids has been experimentally tested.   
3.2 Preliminary Imaging Study of ERPC Detector 
 
At the beginning both Cobalt-57 and Americium-241 point sources were used to 
irradiate the prototype detector from a distance of ~10 cm. The energy spectrum of every 
pixel was measured, and then the 59-keV and 122-keV photo-peaks were used to derive 
the corresponding gain and offset for each channel. The gain was defined as the number 
of ADC units (ADU) per keV of energy deposition. As shown in Figure 3.3, more than 
95% of the pixels function properly while the mean value of gain is about 1.8 ADU/keV.  
Based on the maps of gain and offset over the detector, the channel variations can be 
compensated by tuning the two 8-bit DACs, which are incorporated on each readout 
channel. The energy resolution derived from FWHM values of 122keV photo-peak is 
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Figure 3.3: Spatial variation of gain across the 16384 pixels on the prototype ERPC detector. About 5% of the pixels 
were not functioning due to either CMOS defects or bad connections between the CdTe pixels and ASICs. The gain 
values shown are given in ADC units (ADU) per keV.   
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3~4keV for all individual channels as shown in Figure 3.4.  This is adequate for 
simultaneously monitoring multiple tracers by using different isotopes, such as Co-57, 
Tc-99, I-123, and Tl-201. And it also offers the capability of efficiently rejecting 
Compton scattered events. 
 
 
With the benefits of excellent energy resolution, high spatial resolution, flexible 
detection area, and a wide dynamic range of 27-200keV, ERPC detector is well-suited for 
pinhole SPECT imaging. The imaging performance of prototype ERPC detector has been 
evaluated in phantom study. This phantom was made by a water-filled glass tube with ID 
13.7mm and OD 15.2mm. Two Co-57 source of 100µCi were placed in the tube. One 
Figure 3.5: Experimental setup for preliminary imaging studies (Left) and Schematic diagram of resolution phantom 
(Right) 
 
Figure 3.4: Measured energy spectra on a given pixel (left) and summed over all anode pixels (right) 
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was a point source with 250µm diameter, and the other was a cylindrical source of 
Φ1mm×0.5mm.  
The experimental setup is shown in Figure 3.5. The ERPC detector was vertically 
supported and placed around the phantom, which was held on a rotary table. Both the 
distance of detector-to-aperture and aperture-to-object were around 2.5cm. The 
collimator is made by a 6mm thick tungsten sheet, and has 5×5 pinhole array with 
diameter of 200µm. To reduce the photon penetration, these pinholes have sharp knife 
edges and 30o degree open angle on both sides. During data acquisition the phantom 
rotated 32 angular steps for full 360 degree rotation, and took two minutes acquisition at 
each step.   
 
With the benefit of excellent energy resolution, an energy threshold of 110kev can be 
used to effectively reject Compton scattering and noise events in projection data. Then a 
standard maximum likelihood expectation maximization (MLEM) algorithm was used to 
reconstruct corresponding images (Figure 3.6). Since the features of the phantom are very 
close to the detector intrinsic resolution (350µm), it is difficult to obtain actual point 
spread function (PSF) directly from the measured data. The 1D cross-section view of 
0 degree 30 degrees 60 degrees 
90 degree 120 degrees 150 degrees 
Figure 3.6: Reconstructed tomographic image of the resolution phantom (displayed at the rotation angle of 0-150 
degree in 3D reconstructed space) 
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reconstructed point and cylindrical sources has been derived (Figure 3.7). And thus the 
spatial resolution of prototype ERPC system is estimated to be better than 250µm.  
 
For prototype ERPC detector excellent imaging and spectroscopic performance has 
been showed in this study. The ERPC detector is a promising candidate for high 
performance pinhole SPECT imaging. There remain several key aspects that deserve 
further improvement. Firstly, since the ERPC detector is designed to use up to 5mm thick 
CdTe/CZT detector, the parallax error becomes crucial with increased thickness. The 
readout circuit, which is capable of measuring the C/A ratio, is under development to 
provide 3D position sensitivity. Secondly, the overall dimension of the prototype detector 
is relatively large due to the bulky digital readout board currently in use. A modular 
detector configuration with minimized dead area has been proposed while the readout of 
PCB is much reduced in size and supported at the back of the hybrid detector.  
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Figure 3.7: 1D cross-section of the reconstructed point source image. The source object is a uniform sphere of 250µm 
in diameter (Left). 1D cross-section of the reconstructed cylindrical source object (Φ1mm×0.5mm). The cross-section 
was taken along a diameter through the center of the cylinder (Right).    
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CHAPTER 4 
Ultra-high Resolution Scintillation Detector  
Based on I-EMCCD 
4.1 Introduction of Ultra-high Resolution Scintillation Detector      
The further development of SPECT is under strong demand for studying biochemical 
processes at the molecular level for pharmacology, genetic, and pathology investigation. 
In recent years excellent spatial resolution down to the sub-half-millimeter scale has been 
achieved using scintillation or semiconductor detectors, which makes SPECT a valuable 
molecular imaging tool capable of providing information unavailable from other 
modalities [40, 60, 62]. For example pixelated CZT semiconductor detector has been 
implemented by several groups, and shown the feasibility to detect tracer for small 
animal imaging applications [70, 76]. However, the lack of spatial resolution still restricts 
the capabilities of studying dynamic aspects and tiny amount activity in biological 
process.  
Since the maximum dose that does not affect cell viability and function is limited to a 
tiny value, a reliable method for detecting low concentrations can offer a powerful tool 
for imaging the migration and recruiting behavior of labeled cells in living animals. With 
the benefit of ultra-high spatial resolution, finer structure of low level radiotracer 
distribution can be resolved, and it allows seeing how cells and organs function in 
unprecedented detail.  
It is clear that the intrinsic resolution of semiconductor detector is dominated by the 
pixel size. However the practical dimension of pixel is fundamentally limited due to the 
concern of the loss of charge sharing and electric burden for a large number of 
microelectronic channels. To further improve spatial resolution to hundred-micron level, 
one of promising options is to design scintillation detector based on micro-columnar 
crystal and high resolution photon detector. 
As an example, the columnar CsI(Tl) scintillator, which has high-Z components 
(ZCs=55 and ZI=53), a high density (4.51g/cm3), and outstanding light yield, is excellent 
detector material for X-ray and gamma ray detection. The main advantage is that this 
crystal can be grown in tiny columnar structures, which help to direct scintillation 
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photons toward an exit surface and reduce resolution loss coming from light spreading in 
the scintillator (Figure 4.1).  
 
In order to take best use of restricted spreading of scintillation photons and precisely 
record the light distribution of individual interaction, high performance photon detector is 
required in ultra-high resolution imaging. And the detector should operate in photon 
counting mode while signal spread results in resolution degradation in charge integration 
mode. When gamma ray interaction is imaged as signal cluster over multiple pixels, the 
interaction position can be estimated using either Anger (centroid) estimation or 
maximum-likelihood position estimation, which leads to a substantial improvement in 
spatial resolution.  
Due to high quantum efficiency, linearity, and broad spectral response for scintillation 
photon, the charge coupled device (CCD) is a good candidate as high resolution photon 
detector [82, 83]. The CCD usually consists of a large number of light-sensing elements, 
which are arranged in a 2D array on a thin silicon substrate. The charge generated in each 
photon interaction is accumulated in each pixel, which is linearly proportional to the 
number of incident photons. The semiconductor properties of silicon allow the CCD chip 
to trap and hold these photon-induced charge carriers under appropriate electrical bias 
conditions. Based on high spatial resolution, the spatial distribution of scintillation 
photons can be precisely recorded by CCD for further accurate analysis. And thus the use 
of CCD-based photon detector makes it possible to estimate position of gamma ray 
interaction better than the light spreading. 
Figure 4.1: Illustration of a gamma interaction within different crystal types. Left: continuous crystal with significant 
light spread. Right:  columnar scintillator with less lateral spread  
γ γ 
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4.2 CCD-based Photon Detector       
 In CCD the photoactive region is an epitaxial layer of n- or p-type silicon, over which 
a layer of silicon-oxide has been grown as an insulating or dielectric layer. Then an array 
of closed-spaced metal electrodes is fabricated on this thin layer so that CCD is generally 
considered as metal oxide semiconductor (MOS) device. Usually CCD consists of a large 
number of these MOS capacitors, which are operated as a photodiode and work as 
fundamental unit of photon detection (Figure 4.2).  
 
The key advantage that makes CCD popularity in image applications is its simplicity of 
serial readout technique. There are four primary steps in image generation: charge 
generation, collection, transfer, and measurement. In a p-type CCD, semiconductor 
substrate is ground while a positive voltage V1 is applied to all the closely-spaced metal 
electrodes. A depletion region is created in the substrate right beneath the oxide layer. In 
this region the majority carriers (holes) have been repelled by the positive voltage on the 
electrodes. Via the photoelectric effect, the incident photons are converted into the hole 
Figure 4.2: Basic configuration of three-phase CCD (including two complete pixel elements) 
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and electron pairs, and the minority carriers (electrons) will migrate to the depletion 
region underneath the gate electrode.  
Then a significantly more positive voltage V2 can be applied at one of the electrodes 
to cause the depletion region to extend more deeply, while the other electrodes are 
maintained at V1. This bias phase voltages on the flanking electrodes result in a potential 
well (barrier) to prevent the spread of signal charge (electrons), while the holes have been 
forced away from the well and eventually are swept away into the substrate. Since the 
electrons generated in the neighboring electrodes (phase 1 and 3) diffuse rapidly into the 
well, CCD pixel can store electrons as a memory device with filling factor of ~100%.,  
Generally CCD is arranged into a 2D pixel array for imaging applications. By 
manipulating the electrode (phase) voltages the stored charge can be moved to the next 
adjacent electrode. After the exposure all rows move to the next one in a vertical shift, 
while only the bottom row is transferred into a number of horizontal (serial) registers. 
The next vertical shift needs to wait until charge signal of the whole horizontal registers 
has been shifted to the common output amplifier and converted into a voltage in sequence. 
When reading the signal charge in the output node pixel by pixel a noise background, 
typically a few electrons per pixel, has been introduced into the signal.  
For a typical CCD, there are two components contributing to this noise. Firstly, the 
conversion from an analog signal to a digital number has not perfect repeatability, and the 
value could show a distribution about ideal conversion value. Secondly, the electronics of 
readout device will introduce unwanted random electrons into output process. This noise 
performance is typically associated with sampling frequency, and thus related to CCD 
frame rate. In CCD the readout noise increases with pixel readout rate, and becomes very 
high at relatively fast pixel rate (~5e-@1MHz) and plays a dominant role in the system 
noise.  
The charge signal needs to be greater than the noise floor, which is substantially 
dominated by the readout noise. A tradeoff has to be made to get the lowest readout noise 
possible while the more time is spent on the signal measurement. However, in photon 
counting mode the key point is to get all of the information from CCD at high frame rate. 
Sufficiently high frame rate, such as tens per second, is required to ensure spatially 
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separated scintillation events in CCD image[84]. Due to the nature of low light level in 
scintillation process, the detection limit that is the smallest signal can be detectable by 
detection system is dependent on noise performance of CCD. 
 
As shown in Figure 4.3, this is typical CCD frame image, which contains three gamma 
ray interactions. The scintillation photons of each interaction spread over multiple pixels. 
Although signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) can be improved a little bit using 2D Gaussian filter, 
the signal is not so much above the noise. Since a threshold is usually used to pick up true 
events from noise and background events based on signal amplitude, there is a 
compromise between detection efficiency and background count rate. Due to a relatively 
low true count rate in pinhole SPECT imaging, the imaging capabilities of CCD is 
limited for low light level events with rapid frame rate since the signal level of 
scintillation process is not much above readout noise floor.  
One proven solution to this readout noise limitation is to make use of an image 
intensifier, which is placed in front of CCD to produce an intensified CCD (ICCD). In 
this approach the intensifier is designed to multiply the number of incident photons prior 
to detection and readout by CCD. Thus the signal is amplified to a level that exceeds the 
read noise at high frame rate.  
Technically, the image intensifier can be categorized into three types: first, second, and 
third generation. In the first generation tube only single potential difference is used to 
accelerate electrons from the photocathode to the anode (phosphor screen). Via 
photoelectric effect the incident photons are converted into electrons on the photocathode. 
Then these electrons are accelerated to the phosphor screen where they strike the coating 
Figure 4.3: Image frame showing interactions of 30keV, I-125 gamma rays. Raw frame image (Left) and filtered image 
using 2D Gaussian filter of 2 pixels FWHM (right)    
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and cause it to release scintillation photons again. Proximity-focused configuration or 
electrostatic focusing arrangement can be utilized to “guide” electrons from input to 
output while a signal gain up to ~150 can be achieved.  
In order to further improve value of internal gain some efforts have been made to 
implement Micro-channel plate (MCP) as internal electron multipliers in both second and 
third generation tube (Figure 4.4). With the similar structure the major difference 
between second and third generation is that multi-alkali photocathode is used in the 
second generation to offer excellent detection efficiency at blue/green region (~560nm) 
while third generation relies on Gallium Arsenide (GaAs) or GaAsP photocathode, which 
is extremely sensitive in the red and near infrared (NIR) region (>800nm).  
The following MCP consists of millions of parallel traversing channels, which contain 
a secondary electron emitter on the inter walls. In essence, each channel acts analogously 
to a standard photomultiplier device with the diameter of several microns level. Based on 
the secondary emission the released photoelectrons get multiplied in the channel. And 
then these electrons are converted back to photons on phosphor screen with substantially 
improved gain (up to 20,000). Using optical fiber or lens the imaging intensifier can be 
coupled to the following CCD to produce high performance ICCD system[85].  
 
In Bazooka-SPECT system, a columnar CsI(Tl) scintillator is coupled to ICCD-based 
detector to offer a low cost and high resolution gamma ray detector. This detector 
consists of a second generation intensifier, optical system, and a high frame rate CCD. 
Although light loss in the optical system can be compensated by a relatively large gain 
(10-24×103) of the intensifier, the detection sensitivity of system is dominated by 
quantum efficiency of photocathode. And the utilization of MCP could also increase 
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Figure 4.4: Schematic diagram of second generation image intensifier using proximity focusing 
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extra statistical noise and degrade the spatial resolution due to the cross-talk between 
channels. The active area of basic configuration is limited as 25mm in diameter while the 
spatial resolution will be substantially degraded with optical system using large 
magnification[6].  
 
Similarity to ICCD, there is another less widely used CCD-based detector providing a 
moderate internal gain (~102) for scintillation photon detection. After utilizing 
photocathode for photon-to-electron conversion, the electron is accelerated across a high-
voltage field and impact directly on a back-thinned CCD, and thus multiple charges could 
be generated by this energetic electron, so called electron bombard CCD (EBCCD).  
Compare to ICCD, EBCCD demonstrate a higher spatial resolution and less geometrical 
distortion, and is under active investigation in recent years.  
In ICCD and EBCCD cameras, the signal gets amplified to light level that can be 
detected above the noise floor of following CCD. This leads to excellent detection 
capabilities. But the detection sensitivity and SNR suffer from significantly lower 
quantum efficiency of photocathode. With rapid development in chip technology, 
electron multiplying CCD (EMCCD) as a digital scientific detector innovation has been 
introduced to radiation detection communities in the last decade. Compare to traditional 
CCD, there is a unique electron multiplying structure built into EMCCD sensor. This on-
chip multiplication element provides a promising option that achieves the gain benefit of 
Figure 4.5: Schematic diagram of electron bombard CCD (EBCCD) 
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using external intensifiers, while maintaining the traditional CCD advantages, such as 
high quantum efficiency, high spatial resolution, and excellent output linearity. 
 
In EMCCD sensor the gain register (on-chip multiplication element) is incorporated 
between the horizontal register and output node. Each multiplication element exploits a 
natural process, known as clock-induced charge or spurious charge, to amplify the signal. 
Actually a relatively simple structural modification is utilized in the clock signal for 
charge transportation.  
As shown in Figure 4.6, the electron transfer gates (Φ1 and Φ3) are clocked with normal 
potential (~10V), while there is a higher potential difference (typically 40-60V) between 
Φ2 and Φdc, which results in a large electric field (~105V/cm) beneath the inter-electrode 
gaps[86]. As transferred through each element the signal electrons have sufficient energy 
to create extra electron-hole pairs (secondary electrons) in the phenomenon of impact 
ionization. Although the clock-induced charge is traditionally considered as a source of 
noise and needed to minimize in traditional CCD, it is exploited in the multiplication 
element of EMCCD. There is a very small but finite probability that the signal electrons 
get amplified in each element. When this electron multiplying process is repeated over 
several hundred times, the value of resultant gain can be up to hundreds or even 
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Figure 4.6:  the readout structure of EMCCD chip (Left) and electron transfer through a multiplication element (right) 
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thousands of times [87, 88]. For example, there are 550 elements with the probability of 
1.015 in Andor ixon897 EMCCD sensor, and the total gain is over 200.   
 With high spatial resolution, high frame rate, and low readout noise EMCCD sensor is 
a promising candidate for scintillation photon detection. For example, scintillation 
detectors based on columnar CsI(Tl) scintillator and EMCCD sensor have been 
developed by several groups for nuclear  medicine and X-ray applications[53, 89-91]. At 
high frame rate individual interaction is allowed to be recorded with respect to energy 
and position.  
 
Directly coupling EMCCD to the columnar scintillator works best, but actual detector 
area is fundamentally limited by availability of commercial EMCCD sensor (Figure 4.7). 
As of now the sensor area is too small (typically 8×8 mm²) for small animal imaging 
applications. In order to provide a reasonable active area, optical lens has been proposed 
to couple the scintillator to an EMCCD device [92]. But the major limitation is the 
efficiency of light coupling, which was measured from 0.7% to 0.07%.  
As another alternative option fiber taper is also presented to improve the coupling 
efficiency. But the effective light transmission is smaller than 5% when a 4:1 taper is 
used to expand the active area to 32×32mm2 [54, 84]. Furthermore, the optical distortion 
also becomes a substantial concern when the taper aspect ratio is greater than 3:1. Since 
the system suffers severely from light loss, the imaging capability is subsequently limited 
while using these optical instrumentations to expand active area.  
Scintillator  
Fiber taper 
EMCCD 
camera 
Figure 4.7:  EMCCD camera with fiber taper and scintillator (Left) and the E2V CCD97 Frame-transfer EMCCD 
sensor (right) 
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4.3 Principle of Intensified Electron Multiplying CCD Detector 
In terms of high resolution and high sensitivity at high frame rate, EMCCD sensor is 
gaining popularity in scintillation photon detection. An ultra-high resolution Intensified 
EMCCD (I-EMCCD) detector has been developed in our group. This detector consists of 
high performance EMCCD sensor, columnar CsI(Tl) scintillator, and an electrostatic de-
magnifier (DM) tube. This tube is the first generation image intensifier and uses 
electrostatic focusing to offer a flexible active area with various de-magnifier ratio (DMR) 
from 0.16 to 0.6 [93]. As shown in Figure 4.8, the scintillator is attached at the entrance 
window of the DM tube, and converts incident gamma ray into scintillation light. 
Depending on the radiolabel tracer used, flexible scintillators with the thickness of 0.25- 
2mm can been used to provide an adequate stopping power in a wide dynamic range of 
27keV to 140keV.  
 
With the benefit of micro-columnar structure the spreading of resultant scintillation 
light is limited in the scintillator. Then these scintillation photons strike on the 
photocathode of DM tube input, and generate photoelectrons by photoelectric effect. In 
the next these photoelectrons are accelerated by a constant voltage in tube vacuum and 
focused by electrostatic focusing on phosphor screen. On output window of tube the 
photoelectrons are converted back into visible photons for the detection by the following 
Figure 4.8: (Left) A schematic of the I-EMCCD camera and (Right) Columnar CsI scintillator (a: 2mm ACS, b: 1mm 
ACS, c: 500µm FOS, and d: 500µm ACS) 
a b 
c d 
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EMCCD. A fiber-taper and a fiber-faceplate that has aspect ratios of 1.5:1 and 1:1 
respectively is used to couple  DM tube to the EMCCD sensor.  
Actually the DM tube not only enlarges active area up to ~8cm in diameter with large 
de-magnification ratio (DMR=0.16), but also serves as a fix photon gain stage. This 
photon gain is dependent on the operating voltage and the efficiency of the photocathode 
and phosphor screen. For DM tube currently used in I-EMCCD detector a low noise S20 
cathode has quantum efficiency (QE) of 7% at around 550nm, which is defined as the 
percentage of incident photons converted to photoelectrons. When DM tube is operated at 
10keV and magnification ratio of 0.25, the photon gain value is about 60 photons per 
photoelectron generated on photocathode.  
Table 4.1: Camera overview (iXon DV887 back illuminated EMCCD camera) 
Discription Values 
Active Pixels 512×512 
Pixel Size (µm) 16×16 
Image Area (mm) 8.2×8.2 
Pixel Well Depth (e-,typical) 220,000 
Gain Pixel Well Depth (e-,typical)  800,000 
Readout Mode Imaging mode, frame transfer mode 
Readout Rate 1, 3, 5, 10MHz 
Readout Noise (e-,typical) 7 to 62 
Vertical speed (µs) 0.4 to 6 
Pre-amplifer gain 1×, 2.4×, 4.7× 
Electron Multiplier Gain 1 – 1000 times  
Gain Element Number (N) 550 
Quantum Efficiency  92.5% at 575nm, >50% from 400 nm to 870nm 
 
I-EMCCD detector uses an E2V-97 series L3 vision EMCCD sensor (Andor 
Technology ixon DV887). Table 4.1 shows some of the main parameters of this sensor. 
This is a back-illuminated frame transfer device consisting of 512×512 pixels with the 
pixel size of 16µm×16µm [94]. In the sensor there are two separate areas: an image 
section, which captures the image, and a store section, where the image is stored prior to 
readout. The storage section is identical in size to the image section and covered with an 
opaque mask. After image acquisition, the signal in imaging section is automatically 
shifted downwards to store section, and readout process will wait until this shifting is 
over. Then the image section is reset and exposed to light for another acquisition while 
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the signal in the storage section are clocked out line by line to the serial (horizontal) shift 
register and readout in sequence. The reduced readout time improves time efficiency of 
EMCCD sensor, especially with short exposure, and allows sensor to operate at the 
maximum of 35 frames per second (fps) with full resolution [89].  
In addition, a variety of readout formats, such as pixel binning and sub image mode, are 
available to further reduce the readout time while measuring less number of pixels. For 
example, pixel binning is a clocking scheme to combine the charge collected by two or 
more pixels depending on the binning pattern. Doing a single readout for summing 
charge gives better noise performance than multiple pixels readout using higher pixel rate 
at the expense of reduced spatial resolution. In addition, a sub-area with flexible location 
and size can be assigned to produce a sub-image, which covers only small image area of 
interest. When a sub image has been defined, only data from the selected pixels will be 
readout and the other from the remaining pixels will be discarded. With the combination 
of binning and sub-image mode EMCCD sensor offers flexible image patterns which are 
software selectable by the tradeoff between the resolution and readout speed (Table 4.2).  
Table 4.2: Maximum frame rate (Andor iXon DV887 back illuminated EMCCD camera) 
Binning 512×512 (full frame) 256×256 128×128 
1×1 35 70 135 
2×1 69 133 250 
2×2 69 133 250 
4×1 131 244 435 
4×4 131 244 435 
 
 
Furthermore, the back-thinned illuminated structured has been utilized in EMCCD 
sensor. The incident photons enter the sensor from the back thinned side without the 
Figure 4.9: (a) Absorption of photons in Gate electrode reduces quantum efficiency in front-illuminated type. (b) No 
absorption of photons in Gate electrode increase quantum efficiency in Back-thinned type. 
(b) Back-thinned CCD (a) Front-illuminated CCD 
Visible photon 
Gate Electrode 
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electrode in the light path (Figure 4.9). Compared to front-illuminated sensor, quantum 
efficiency can be improved up to 92.5%@570nm. After taking into account the 
transmission in the fiber and quantum efficiency of EMCCD sensor, about 10 electron 
signal can be generated by single photoelectron on the photocathode of DM tube[93]. 
4.4 Noise Performance in I-EMCCD Detector      
In EMCCD the multiplication process applies gain to the input signal prior to the output 
amplifier, which is supposed to effectively reduce the readout noise. Thus the detection 
limit and sensitivity of EMCCD-based detector is determined by the noise factor which is 
associated with this multiplication process. Actually the overall noise of EMCCD sensor 
is different from standard CCD in several ways. Because the electron multiplying is a 
stochastic process, there is extra fluctuation on the output signal contributing to the 
overall noise of the sensor.  
Ideally, gain value (g) applied to every electron in each gain element is supposed to be 
constant. While electrons get multiplied from element to element repeatedly with large 
element number N and small probability g, the mean total gain (G) can be expressed by 
the following formula: 
  
NgG =         (4-1)  
In fact, the probability of impact ionization varies depending on the temperature, field 
strength, and random carrier interactions, and thus fluctuates around mean gain value (g). 
Therefore, there is a large range in the number of output electrons that could be produced 
from each possible number of input electrons due to the stochastic nature of the 
multiplication process. If each multiplication element is simply treated as a Bernoulli 
process, it is assumed that the probability g is constant and outcomes of each element are 
independent. With the given number of input electrons n the probability distribution of 
the number of electrons m after the multiplication can be approximated by [95] 
n
Gmn
n Gn
em
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•
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−−
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/1
        (4-2) 
Figure 4.10 shows probability distribution of output electrons for up to n = 5 with G = 
1000. One output level (m) can give a range of input electron levels (n). The dispersion in 
the number of output electrons increases the noise in signal and introduces uncertainty on 
how many input electrons. Therefore, it is difficult to accurately determine the number of 
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incident photons, even in a ratio. This noise source is unavoidable and always present in 
electron multiplying process. 
 
Let G and 2Gσ to be the mean gain and variance in the gain respectively. With the input 
signal inS  (the number of electrons generated on the sensor) being a Poisson random 
variable, the output signal 
outS  has a mean ][ outSE  and standard deviation ][ outSσ .  
inout SGSE •=][        (4-3) 
Now considering potential noise sources for a given signal eN (detected signal), there 
are four kinds of fundamental noise factors that include the signal shot noise eσ , thermal 
dark noise darkσ , the spurious noise spuriousN  (generated during the charge transfer 
process), and readout noise readσ . Due to the particle nature of photons the shot noise 
comes from the inherent statistical variation in the finite number of incident photons, and 
can be expressed as (4-4) where P is the mean input photon number and  η  is quantum 
efficiency of the EMCCD. 
 ησ PN ee ==        (4-4) 
Figure 4.10: The probability distributions of output electrons (G=1000) for 1-5 photo-electrons input 
n=1 
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Secondly, dark current is caused by thermally generated electrons in the silicon 
substrate. The random generation of electrons and holes are swept by high electric field 
in the depletion region, which results in a relatively small electrical current. Although the 
dark current can be subtracted from original image, its own temporal noise is still 
superimposed on the signal. Similarity to photon shot noise, dark current noise also 
follows a Poisson relationship to dark current, and can be expressed as the square-root of 
thermal electrons darkN  generated within the image integration time t: 
tIN ddarkdark ==σ       (4-5) 
where dI is dark current in EMCCD. Because the band-gap energy in silicon increases 
with decreasing temperature, dark current noise is independent of detected signal, but 
highly dependent on sensor temperature. Usually sensor is cooled to a temperature at 
which dark current can be negligible over a practical exposure time to optimize EMCCD 
performance. 
Due to high gain value in multiplication process, clocked induced charge (CIC) or 
spurious charge becomes significant while this is normally invisible in standard CCD. 
This noise occurs as a result of impact ionization during charge transfer depending on the 
gain and signal. When clock voltage is applied on the gate, charge carriers are released 
with sufficient energy to create extra electron-hole pair. In EMCCD even individual 
electrons can be seen as sharp spikes in the image, and thus any CIC becomes visible. 
These spurious electrons spuriousN  are collected in the nearest potential well and are added 
to the true signal although careful attention has been paid to the clock amplitudes and 
edges to keep them to a minimum.  
In standard CCD, all of these three noises are normally very small compared to the 
readout noise. However, with the high gain G in EMCCD sensor, they also get amplified 
and become virtually indistinguishable from photon-generated signal. As discussed above, 
the uncertainty in the electron multiplying process introduces an additional noise 
component, which is typically characterized by a figure merit called as the excess noise 
factor F. Similar to other charge carrier-multiplying device, the excess noise factor in 
EMCCD can be defined by the following [96]: 
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For ideal multiplying process excess noise factor should be unity. It is clear that not 
only the signal charges but also dark current and clock-induced charge get multiplied 
with the same multiplication and excess noise factor. Therefore, the total noise variance 
on the EMCCD output signal is given by 
2222222 ][][ readSpuriousdarkeout GFS σσσσσ +++••=    (4-7) 
Based on probability distribution function of output electron, an analytical expression 
for the excess noise factor has been obtained from a simple method[87]. N is the number 
of multiplying elements, which is relatively large value (~550) in EMCCD. It has been 
proved by theoretical and experimental analysis that the excess noise factor tends to 2  
while the gain element number N and the mean gain G are large (Equation 4-8). 
21)1(222 /)1(2 ≈+•−•=
•
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gGF NN    (4-8) 
When the readout noise which is usually a few electrons is superimposed on the 
amplified signal of many thousands of electrons level, EMCCD has negligible readout 
noise. 
][2]1)1(2[][ 22/)1( inreadinNNout SGSGGGGS σσσ ••≈+••+•−•=
+−
   (4-9) 
In I-EMCCD detector, the overall signal level is derived by summing over a local 
group of pixeln  pixels due to spreading of scintillation photon. Then spuriousN  and darkN is 
assumed to be the average noise charge per pixel within a given exposure time, and 
readσ is the average readout noise of output amplifier. While excess noise factor is 
estimated at 1.41, the noise reference to electrons on the input before multiplication effσ   
is simply given by  
e
read
pixeldarkpixelspuriouspixeleeff NG
nNnNnN •≈•+•+•+•≈ 2)(2 2
2σ
σ   (4-10) 
Since the readout noise is independent of the signal level, a sufficiently high 
multiplication gain (G) can virtually eliminate the effect of the readout noise. It can be 
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effectively reduced to >1 electron/pixel at high readout rate up to 10MHz while 10 
electrons/pixel by conventional CCD[97]. With careful concern on minimizing clock 
induced charge and dark current noise, the signal to noise ratio (SNR) of I-EMCCD 
detector is dominated by the Poisson fluctuation of information carriers )( eN when 
EMCCD is operated with a sufficient gain value. In other words, the number of 
photoelectrons generated on the photocathode of DM tube rather than the subsequence 
noise especially readout noise plays a substantial role in the performance of I-EMCCD 
detector.  
4.5 Estimation of Interaction Position in Photon-counting Mode  
Generally there are two distinct operation methods in gamma ray detection. Firstly, it is 
the integrating method in which the signal in each pixel is approximately proportional to 
the total amount of photons during a fairly long period. As a result, the amount 
information of scintillation light that individual interaction contributes to each pixel is no 
longer recorded. Because of the difference of light yield and spread in scintillator, the 
number of the scintillation photons that reach a pixel varies. And thus the estimated event 
number varies due to the varying number of detected scintillation photons of each 
interaction in integrating mode.  
 
The second method utilizes a photon-counting detector, which is operated to record 
each individual signal cluster and discriminate it based on its spatial distribution. The 
position and intensity of the signal is resolved to suppress noise in the number estimation 
of detected photons. Usually a high frame rate is required to avoid spatial overlap of 
Frame 1 
Frame 2 
Frame 3 
Analysis individual 
frame, and localize 
each flash 
Record flash 
intensity spatial 
distribution, and 
time  
Image 
Frame n 
Figure 4.11: principle of photon-counting imaging (point source projection with 4 pinholes)  
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signal cluster, which also leads to relatively reduced dark current noise due to shorter 
exposure time. While combining an excellent spatial resolution, a good SNR, a large 
active area, and reasonable detection efficiency, I-EMCCD detector is well suited for 
single photon detection in photon-counting mode. 
 
 
In I-EMCCD detector operation, each measurement starts with a background 
acquisition, in which the average darkI  of the background signal is calculated for all 
pixels. Then the raw frame image rawI  acquired in the measurement firstly needs to 
subtract this average background image darkI  for background correction. 
darkrawcor III −=        (4-11) 
Instead of smoothing this background corrected image with 2D Gaussian kernel to 
suppress high frequency noise and only recording intensity and position of the peak pixel 
of individual flash, the light distribution jiI , of each event is taken into account to localize 
interaction position [54, 91, 98]. And so an efficient photon-counting algorithm is 
required to detect and localize scintillation events from a large number of raw frame 
images.  
Firstly, the intensity of individual flash is used to discriminate the scintillation event 
from background noise, such as events of thermal electron generated on the photocathode, 
or hot pixel on the EMCCD. The local maximum (peak pixel) is assumed to be potential 
Pixel No. 
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Figure 4.12:  Measured signal distribution on EMCCD (after background correction) 
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interaction position. Then a small array of (2N+1) × (2N+1) pixels around this peak pixel 
( oo yx , ) is defined. The width of array N is determined by the typical spreading of 
scintillation photon, and varies with incident gamma ray energy and scintillator thickness 
(Figure 4.12). Then event of interest is identified by using four threshold values on the 
intensity, which include both upper and lower limits for the peak pixel amplitude pE  and 
the summing signal E of all array pixels.  
),( oop yxIE =  and  ∑ ∑
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,     (4-12) 
Secondly, in order to improve the spatial resolution to sub-pixel accuracy, three 
algorithms (weighted-average method, Gaussian approximation method, and Poisson 
approximation method) have been used to estimate position of individual interaction [91, 
98]. The first approach is to directly calculate the gravity center ( cc yx , ) of light 
distribution:   
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The next two methods are both based on model-fitting. In the Gaussian approximation 
method, the scintillation photon distribution is represented by a sum of several (M) 2D 
Gaussian functions.   
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Where iA ’s and iσ ’s are the weighing factors and standard deviation values of Gaussian 
function. And the extra blurring coming from the fiber faceplate of DM tube output 
window is also taken into account by the value of fiberσ . The weighted least-square 
method is used to estimate interaction position, while the objective function is suggested 
as: 
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According to the manufacture’s specification[99], the readout noise and dark-count 
noise of EMCCD is relatively very low («1e-/pixel and 0.1 e-/pixel·frame) at a sufficient 
EM gain and high frame rate, and thus can be ignored. Since electron signal generated on 
EMCCD by a single photoelectron generated on DM tube is ~10e- [93], the measured 
signals on each pixel is dominated by the statistical function of photoelectron distribution. 
In Poisson approximation method, the probability distribution of photoelectrons for each 
detected event can be modeled with a 2-D Poisson function, and the likelihood function is 
given by 
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where in and )(θim  are the measured and expected number of photoelectrons on the pixel 
i. Maximum likelihood estimation maximization (ML-EM) is used to determine the 
interaction position. The objective function is given in Equation 4-17. 
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   (4-17) 
A detailed comparison among these three event-positioning algorithms have be 
performed under various experimental conditions, and an effective data-processing 
approach needs to be investigated.  
4.6 Estimated Photoelectron Yield and Energy Resolution 
The performance goal of the I-EMCCD detector is to deliver a spatial resolution of 
hundred-micron level for low to medium energy gamma ray detection (27keV-140keV), 
especially for I-125 labeled probes, which have found many applications in molecular 
biology research. Radioisotope I-125 decays via electron capture with the emission of a 
35keV gamma ray and the product of Te daughter. Because several K shell X-rays whose 
photon energies range from 27 to 32keV accompany the decay, the relative probabilities 
for photon emissions are 53% at 27.2 keV, 100% at 27.5keV, 28.6% at 31keV and 9% at 
35keV.  Since the average path-length of these X-rays and gamma rays is about 2cm in 
soft tissue, it is possible to use I-125 for small animal SPECT imaging.  
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On the other hand, due to relatively low energies it is feasible to collimate and locate 
these photons with ultra-high spatial resolution. Based on outstanding SNR, I-EMCCD 
detector offers excellent imaging capabilities for low energy photon detection. And the 
intrinsic resolution is dominated by Poisson fluctuation on the signal, which primarily 
depends on the quantity and distribution of photoelectrons generated on the DM tube. 
Actually, with a given energy deposition in the scintillator the number of 
photoelectrons on the DM tube photocathode can be estimated by an indirect approach. 
With the benefit of only single gain stage, the hybrid photo-diode (HPD) is capable of 
offering a greatly reduced readout noise with single-photoelectron resolution. Thus it is 
possible to use HPD to measure the light yield of scintillators in terms of the number of 
photoelectrons (p.e.s) generated on the photocathode[16]. The light yield of a 200µm 
CsI(Tl) scintillator has been previously measured by using a single pixel HPD where S-
20 photocathode is deposited on a quartz entrance window and offers overall quantum 
efficiency (QE) of 16%@500nm and 9%@600nm. For 59keV full energy event 40-
50p.e.s is produced on the HPD photocathode [100].  
 
In comparison, DM tube used in I-EMCCD detector has a similar S20 photocathode, 
which is optimized for low thermal noise but has a relatively low QE of ~7%. It is 
Figure 4.13: A measured I-125 energy spectrum. The EM gain used was ×500. A columnar CsI(Tl) scintillator 
(Hamamatsu, ACS-HL) of 250 µm thick was used. The operating temperature of the EMCCD sensor was -35 ºC.    
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assumed that the overall QE of the HPD is ~10% and the light yield of the 200µm thick 
columnar CsI(Tl) scintillator is similar to the 250µm one, the expected photoelectron 
yield on the I-EMCCD camera is ~13p.e.s per 27 keV energy deposition and ~17p.e.s per 
35keV[98]. A typical I-125 energy spectrum measured by the I-EMCCD detector with 
the 250µm CsI(Tl)  scintillator is shown in Figure 4.13. The mean peak position can be 
derived by fitting to Gaussian function and is ~15p.e.s. This information can be used to 
calibrate the photoelectron yield of I-EMCCD detector while using other scintillators or 
isotopes. 
In I-EMCCD detector, DM tube serves not only as an “electronic taper” for enlarging 
the active area and also as an extra gain stage (~60 photons per photoelectron). As a 
result, there are about 900 photons emitting from DM tube output window for each I-125 
photon interaction. After taking into account the quantum efficiency of the EMCCD 
sensor and the transmission of fiber taper in front of the sensor, a conversion efficiency λ 
is defined as the mean number of electrons generated on the EMCCD sensor for a single 
photoelectron. Different conversion efficiency can be achieved by varying taper 
configuration between the DM tube and the EMCCD sensor. For current configuration 
the conversion efficiency λ is ~10, which means that input signal in EMCCD is about 150 
electrons for I-125 events [93].  
Because of lateral diffusion of scintillation light in the scintillator and extra blurring 
introduced by the fiber faceplate and DM tube these electrons are typically spread over a 
local group of pixels, which are dependent on the scintillator thickness and incident 
gamma ray energy. For I-125 event detected by 250µm thick columnar CsI scintillator, an 
array of 5×5 pixels typically need to be summed over to derive the overall signal level. 
This input signal (~150 electrons) is rather weak comparing to the overall readout noise 
of ~10 electrons per pixel in standard CCD (@10MHz).   
λσλσ /)(2 2
2
G
nN readpixelepe •+••≈     (4-18) 
Now considering the noise in I-EMCCD detector, spuriousN  and darkN  are average noise 
charges over the local group of pixels pixeln . These two noise charges have been treated 
with higher cooling temperature, short exposure time (10–50ms), and proper operation 
setting, and are negligible when compared to the amplitudes of true signals or readout 
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noise. The overall noise peσ  in the number of photoelectrons can be estimated as a 
function on the EM gain G (4-18). As shown in Figure 4.14, when using a sufficient gain 
value of a few hundred, the overall noise is smaller than 3 p.e.s even with a greater aspect 
ratio fiber taper (1:2), which leads to smaller conversion efficiency λ (~5) and larger 
active area.  
 
Furthermore, the energy resolution of I-EMCCD is estimated when the mean signal 
level is about 15 photoelectrons. And the contributions from the Poisson fluctuation on 
the number of photoelectrons and the subsequent readout noise are compared respectively 
in Figure 4.15. It has demonstrated that the achievable energy resolution is strongly 
dependent on this statistical fluctuations rather than the subsequence readout noise. Thus 
the energy resolution may be further improved by increasing photoelectron yield. Since 
the threshold on summed signal is used to pick up true I-125 events from background and 
thermal photoelectron events the better photoelectron yield is expected to improve the 
SNR in I-EMCCD detector. And its imaging performance is substantially dominated by 
the nature of Poisson fluctuation of photoelectron.  
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Figure 4.14: Estimated overall noise for a given signal of 15 photoelectrons on the DM photocathode 
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4.7 Measured Intrinsic Properties of I-EMCCD Detector 
 
To evaluate intrinsic resolution of I-EMCCD detector, a series of measurements have 
been implemented under different experimental conditions. A small piece of CsI(Tl) 
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Figure 4.16: Measured line pattern of I-125 photon interactions on the I-EMCCD detector coupled to a small piece of 
CsI(Tl) scintillator of 250µm in thickness.  
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scintillator, which is 1.4×1.4cm2 in size and 250µm thick, has been attached to I-EMCCD 
detector. The lab-made slit aperture is fixed on the top of the scintillator. This slit 
aperture is made by two 500µm thick tungsten sheets with 25µm in width. Then an I-125 
radiation seed is placed 10cm from this slit aperture.  By operating the I-EMCCD 
detector at high frames rates, individual gamma ray interaction can be resolved with little 
spatial overlap. When using DM tube ratio (DMR) 0.25, the scintillator covers ~1/9 
active area of detector (5cm×5cm). The noise events in region where the DM tube is not 
covered by scintillator almost come from the thermal emission of photoelectrons on the 
photocathode of DM tube. Similar to the true events, these noise events also spread over 
multiple pixels on EMCCD sensor, and can be partially rejected with proper energy 
threshold settings. A measured line pattern of I-125 projection is shown in Figure 4.16. 
At the beginning of each measuerement background acquisition (DM tube is power off) 
has always been implemented to calculate the average background signal for each pixel. 
Then this background signal is subtracted from the measured raw frame to remove the 
systemic defects. Based on the slit aperture setup, it is able to pick up I-125 events and 
background (noise) events from different detector region. Then the local maxima is 
distinguished as potential interaction position in the frame, and the “true” event can be 
identified based on the four energy threshold values. The spatial distribution of signal is 
utilized to derive interaction location by three proposed position estimation methods 
while the pixel values in the region of interest are summed to indicate its energy 
deposition.  
Some examples of detected I-125 interactions are shown in Figure 4.17. As previously 
discussed, the gain value of EMCCD sensor can be adjusted to provide a wide dynamic 
range of signal output. With the use of a reasonable EM gain the signal amplitude of I-
125 events are well above the noise. When further improving gain value up to 200, 
thermally generated photoelectron from the DM photocathode results in clearly low 
amplitude spikes on top of the remaining readout noise. At a high frame rate, such as 30 
fps, the probability of two thermally generated photoelectrons in the same pixel array can 
be negligible. Thus a threshold on the summed signals can effectively distinguish 
interaction events from thermal photoelectron events.  
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To demonstrate the SNR of the I-EMCCD detector, the energy spectrum of both true I-
125 events and thermal photoelectron events (normalized to the same size and exposure 
time) are compared with different gain values (Figure 4.18).  In true event spectrum there 
is an obvious low-energy tailing effect. This is mostly caused by the variation in light 
yield. Because the columnar structure is not perfect guide, the lateral spread and 
absorption of scintillation photons occurs depending on the depth of interaction. It has 
been demonstrated that a substantial gain value is critical to achieve reasonable SNR and 
effectively distinguish the true event from thermal photoelectron events. While 
maintaining an adequate counting efficiency the noise rate of entire detector can be 
restricted to only a few counts per second, which would be sufficiently low for SPECT 
imaging.  
Figure 4.17: Upper panel: Readout noise spectrum and Lower panel:experimentally measured frames containing I-125 
interactions (after background correction). Left: EM Gain=20, and Right: EM Gain=200. 
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Utilizing slit aperture setup the intrinsic spatial resolution of I-EMCCD detector can be 
derived from the full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) and full-width-at-tenth-maximum 
(FWTM) of measured line-spread functions (image profiles perpendicular to the line 
pattern), while the effect of slit width is subtracted in quadrature from it. The resolution 
derived from all of three localization methods are list in Table 4.3.  
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Figure 4.18: Measured I-125 energy spectra with different EM gain, ranging from 5 to 1000. The EMCCD camera 
was cooled to -35oC for these measurements. 
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Table 4.3: Measured intrinsic spatial resolution of the I-EMCCD camera with an optical pixel1 size of 96 µm and an 
250 µm thick CsI(Tl) scintillator. 
EM Gain 
WLS  
(Gaussian) 
Maximum Likelihood 
(Poisson) Centroiding 
FWHM 
(µm) FWTM (µm) 
FWHM 
(µm) FWTM (µm) 
FWHM 
(µm) FWTM (µm) 
×1000 55.1 115.4 51.9 110.7 51.9 111.9 
×200 58.8 116.0 60.1 119.5 56.3 110.1 
×20 73.0 124.2 88.7 170.4 71.2 139.5 
×5 95.9 165.7 90.5 212.4 108.3 162.2 
1. An optical pixel on the DM photocathode is the maximum area that can be projected onto a single pixel on the 
EMCCD sensor (16µm×16µm) 
 
As expected, the EM gain has a strong influence on intrinsic resolution of I-EMCCD 
detector. The resolution substantially improves with a large gain value for all of three 
methods. But with a sufficient EM gain of greater than 200, the intrinsic resolution would 
be limited by Poisson fluctuation of the signal, which is dominated by quantity and 
distribution of photoelectrons on the photocathode of DM tube. 
 
Figure 4.19: I-125 energy spectra measnrued at different operating tempertures, ranging from -30 oC to 0 oC. The EM 
gain used was ×200 for these measurements. 
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Furthermore, it has been reported that the SNR of fiber coupled EMCCD scintillation 
detector is dependent on the operating temperature[101]. According to EMCCD 
specification [97], the actual gain value decreases by 50% for every 8 degree increase in 
the temperature. As shown in Figure 4.19, the peak position of the energy spectrum has 
an evident shift to the low energy end as the operation temperature increases. Another 
effect of the increasing temperature is that thermal noise count rate increase in the low-
end of spectrum. With reduced SNR the separation of the true events from the 
background noise has deteriorated. But it is still able to reject noise events with proper 
threshold settings while the noise count rate within the I-125 energy window has not 
significantly increased.  
Table 4.4: Measured intrinsic spatial resolution1 at different EMCCD operating temperatures. 
Temp. 
WLS ML Centroiding 
FWHM FWTM FWHM FWTM FWHM FWTM 
-30C 53.2 112.5 55.1 120.7 50.6 106.5 
-20C 62.6 127.8 65.1 135.4 58.8 121.9 
-10C 63.2 127.2 72.4 155.8 57.6 116.9 
0C 86.3 134.2 89.3 191.3 80.3 141.3 
1. An optical pixel size of 96µm and the 250µm thick CsI(Tl) scintillator was used in this measurement. The EM gain 
used was ×200. 
 
The spatial resolution at different operation temperature is also derived while using all 
of three methods to localize interaction position (Table 4.4). It is clear that a better 
intrinsic resolution can be achieved when the EMCCD sensor is cooled to -35ºC. When a 
sufficient EM gain value has been guaranteed, the measured resolution is weakly 
dependent on the temperature despite the increase of dark current and degrease of actual 
gain value. A reasonable resolution (~80µm) has been achieved even operating I-
EMCCD detector at temperatures around 0ºC. 
In practical imaging applications the size of active area is another important parameter. 
For I-EMCCD detector the flexible active area is dependent on the optical pixel on the 
DM photocathode, which is the maximum area that can be projected onto a single pixel 
on the EMCCD sensor. With 16µm pixel size and 1:1.5 fiber-optic taper of the EMCCD 
sensor, the optical pixel size can be changed by varying DM tube ratio from 4:1 for 96µm 
to 6:1 for 144µm respectively. As a result, the total active area of I-EMCCD detector can 
be extended from 50×50mm2 (~25cm2) to 80mm in diameter (~50cm2). When DM tube is 
operated at the maximum size of input window (DMR=0.16, 6:1), a minimum dead area 
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of ~1.5cm wide around the active area can be achieved, which allows to place I-EMCCD 
detectors more efficiently around the object.  
To evaluate detector performance at large optical pixel size of 144µm the I-EMCCD 
detector is deeply cooled at -30ºC and uses 250µm thick scintillator. The intrinsic 
resolution has been investigated with various gain values for all of three event-
positioning methods (Table 4.5). There is understandable degrade on spatial resolution 
because of higher spatial sampling with larger pixel size. However, an excellent spatial 
resolution (~70µm) has been achieved with a substantial high gain (>200), which 
demonstrates the feasibility of I-EMCCD detector operated with a relatively large active 
area. 
Table 4.5: Measured intrinsic spatial resolution of the I-EMCCD camera with an optical pixel size of 144µm and an 
250µm thick CsI(Tl) scintillator. 
EM Gain 
WLS  
(Gaussian) 
Maximum Likelihood 
(Poisson) Centroiding 
FWHM (µm) FWTM (µm) FWHM (µm) FWTM (µm) FWHM (µm) FWTM (µm) 
×500 73.9 152.3 72.9 152.3 72.0 147.0 
×200 70.2 147.9 72.9 163.7 65.5 143.5 
×20 86.6 206.5 129.4 263.8 109.9 208.2 
 
 
Figure 4.20: Experimentally measured intrinsic resolution with 2 different optical pixle sizes using DM ratio of 4:1 for 
96µm and 6:1 for 144µm respectively. An optical pixel on the DM photocathode is the maximum area that can be 
projected onto a single pixel on the EMCCD sensor (16 µm×16 µm). 
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In addition, a larger number of I-125 interactions have been recorded at EM gain value 
of 200. These measured events could be differentiated into the corresponding 
photoelectron number based on the previous estimation of photoelectron yield. They are 
selected while the photoelectron number falls into the corresponding energy bins with 1 
photoelectron width. As shown in Figure 4.20, the intrinsic resolution of I-EMCCD 
detector is substantially dependent on both optical pixel and the number of photoelectrons. 
The detector performance could be further improved by increasing photoelectrons yield 
and decreasing the pixel size.   
Based on above studies, the proposed three position localization methods have been 
comprehensively compared while using different gain values, operation temperatures, 
and optical pixel sizes. The simple centroid method achieves the best intrinsic resolution 
although Maximum likelihood fittings are supposed to be theoretically superior approach. 
Due to best performance and simple implementation, the simple centroid method has 
been proposed as standard data processing procedure for I-EMCCD detector. 
4.8 Monte Carlo Simulation 
As discussed above, the spatial resolution of I-EMCCD detector may be further 
improved by incorporating several improvements over the current components, such as 
new DM tube, high resolution type scintillator, and large EMCCD sensor. For example, a 
customized DM tube is under the development, which incorporates control processor 
with variable DM ratio from 1:1 to 6:1 and an improved quantum efficiency ~12% of 
photocathode rather than current version ~7%. To estimate potential ability of I-EMCCD 
detector with these possible hardware upgrades, Monte Carlo simulation has been used to 
predict the detector performance.  
 
Table 4.6: Measured model parameters 
Scintillator 
Mean width of 
individual Gaussian 
components 
Measured std. 
dev. on  σ A1/A2 
 
250µm 
ACS-HL 
σ 1=125µm 27.2 µm 1.55 Measured  
σ 2=152 µm 33.2 µm 
500µm 
ACS-HL 
σ 1=164 µm 44.2 µm 1.67 Measured 
σ 2=204µm 74.4 µm 
250µm 
ACS-HL 
σ 1=70µm 
N/A 
 
 
1.5 Estimated  
σ 2=90 µm 
500µm 
ACS-HL 
σ 1=96 µm 1.6 Estimated  
σ 2=120µm 
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Firstly, a Gaussian model is used to simulate the photoelectron distribution on the 
photocathode. Since scintillation photons laterally suffer more attenuation than traveling 
along the fine columnar structure, actual signal distribution has a sharp falling-edge. To 
improve precision of simulation Multiple-Gaussian model has been used with six model 
parameters in the fitting process of signal distribution. While using both 250µm and 
500µm thick ACS-HL (high light) scintillators, a large number of measured I-125 
interaction events have been processed by weighted least-squares method. And the mean 
and standard deviation of individual Gaussian components are listed (Table 4.6). It is 
noted that the measured standard deviation of the mean width of individual Gaussian 
component is much larger than the value estimated by statistical fluctuation. This may be 
explained that the lateral spread of scintillation photons is also dependent on the depth of 
interaction, which introduces extra fluctuation on the signal distribution. These measured 
model parameters could be utilized in the simulation.  
 
To validate simulation accuracy, the intrinsic resolution of I-EMCCD detector is firstly 
simulated and compared with the measured values. The 250µm thick ACS-HL scintillator, 
optical pixel size of 96µm (using DMR= 0.25), and EM gain value of 200 is used in the 
comparison. In Figure 4.21 the intrinsic resolution substantially improves with increased 
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Figure 4.21: Comparison between the measured and simulated intrinsic spatial resolution. The centroiding method was 
used for both MC and experimental data.  
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number of photoelectrons while a reasonable agreement has been demonstrated between 
the simulated and measured values.  
As discussed above the optical pixel size is controlled by DMR in I-EMCCD detector. 
It is assumed that smaller pixel size is potential to offer better intrinsic resolution. In the 
new version of customized DM tube the pixel sizes from 16µm to 144µm can be 
achieved with the DMR from 1 to 0.16. Firstly, it is simulated to use a 250µm thick ACS-
HL scintillator (Figure 4.22). The predicted resolution has improved with smaller pixel 
size and larger number of photoelectrons. But there is no distinct improvement in 
resolution while using smaller pixel size than 48 µm.  
 
Since ACS-HR (high resolution) scintillators is commercially available to offer a 
quoted line-paired value that is ~50% better than ACS-HL scintillator currently used by 
I-EMCCD detector [102]. This reduced distribution of scintillation photons is considered 
to offer a better intrinsic resolution when combined with smaller pixel size. In the 
simulation, the width of Gaussian components of the HR version scintillator is estimated 
as 60% of the measured values of HL version scintillator (Table 4.6). Compared to high 
Figure 4.22: Simulated intrinsic spatial resolution as a function of the number of photoelectrons for the 250µm thick 
Hamamatsu ACS-HL  scintilaltor. Optical pixel sizes are shown in the figure. 
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light scintillator the simulation results display that a better resolution can be achieved at 
the same number of photoelectron while the spatial spread of scintillation photons is 
effectively reduced (Figure 4.23).  
 
It has been noted that the pixel size of smaller than 48µm offers little benefits on spatial 
resolution, which may be explained with the well-known signal sampling considerations. 
While the actual signal distribution may be simulated with 2D Gaussian functions, the 
frequency domain correspondence also follows Gaussian distribution. In fact, Fourier 
coefficients decrease quickly at higher spatial frequencies, so the signal distribution is 
considered to be band-width limited. As a result, the sampling frequency, which is 
defined as pixel size, is desired to be not much greater than the corresponding Nyquist 
sampling frequency. Otherwise more undesirable noise will be added into true signal 
while measuring a relatively large number of pixels. According to Monte Carlo 
simulation study, the high resolution columnar CsI(Tl) scintillator and an effective pixel 
size of 48µm pixel size has been proposed to further optimize I-EMCCD detector 
performance. The detector has the potentials of imaging I-125 photon with the intrinsic 
resolution of ~30µm.  
Figure 4.23: Simulated intrinsic spatial resolution as a function of the number of photoelectrons for the 250µm thick 
Hamamatsu ACS-HR  scintilaltor. Optical pixel sizes are shown in the figure. 
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4.9 System Sensitivity and Performance with Different Scintillators 
Except excellent SNR, ultra-high resolution, and a relative large active area, another 
important advantage of I-EMCCD detector is flexible options of scintillator on a wide 
dynamic energy range from 27keV to 140keV. In I-EMCCD detector the columnar CsI 
scintillator that is placed at the DM tube input window converts incident gamma ray into 
scintillation photons. While low energy photons can be stopped efficiently by a thin 
scintillator, thicker scintillator is required to increase the detection efficiency for medium 
energy photon at the expense of extra variation of scintillation photon spreading. For 
example, 500µm thick CsI(Tl) will attenuate over 98% of 35keV photons (I-125) but 
only about 18% of 144keV photons (Tc-99m). In I-EMCCD detector the columnar CsI(Tl) 
scintillators of various thickness from 0.25 mm to 2mm can be chosen depending on 
isotope applications.  
Compared to low energy I-125 photon it is a little bit complicated for Tc-99m (144keV) 
and Co-57 (122keV) photon detection, which have the potential of experiencing multiple 
interactions in the scintillator. For example, the probability of photoelectric effect in CsI 
scintillator is ~90% for the 122keV photon interactions while 79% of these interactions 
consequently produce K-shell X-rays[89]. Since the energies of Cs and I secondary K X-
ray range from 28keV to 35keV, the energy of incident gamma ray can be partially 
transformed in the K X-ray photon. The secondary interaction will result in the 
simultaneous signal cluster, which often closes to the primary scintillation flash. 
Consequently the signal distribution is shifted which leads to blurring effects due to the 
random distribution direction of the secondary X-rays.  
To investigate the intrinsic resolution of I-EMCCD detector with different scintillators, 
a fine slit aperture made by two tungsten sheets of 6mm in thickness is placed in front of 
scintillator. The slit opening is around 25µm in width. Both I-125 and Co-57 point 
sources are used to irradiate the scintillator through the slit from a distance of 10cm. The 
Columnar CsI(Tl) scintillator of the thickness from 0.25mm to 2mm is successively used.  
The measured energy spectra are shown in Figure 4.24. Because the observed main 
peaks contain of multiple X-ray and gamma ray emission lines instead of single fixed 
energy for both Co-57 and I-125 sources, the  energy resolution is defined as the FWHM 
value of the upper half of main peak by Gaussian fitting. As expected, the energy 
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resolution becomes significantly worsened with increased scintillator thickness (Table 
4.7). 
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Figure 4.24: Measured energy spectra using an I-EMCCD camera coupled with columnar CsI(Tl) crystals of 0.5 to 2 
mm in thickness. The background spectra (shown in dashed lines) were derived with the crystal attached on the I-
EMCCD detector and with the source removed. The measured background events are partially due to background 
radiation. The same EM gain of 200 was used for all the measurements.    
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Table 4.7: intrinsic detector performance with different scintillators. 
Scintillator Intrinsic resolution Energy resolution Stopping power¹ 
0.25mm ACS 56µm (I-125) N/A 50%@27-35keV 
0.5mm FOS 60µm (I-125) 35% (I-125) 90%@27-35keV   18%@144keV 
1 mm ACS 69µm (I-125) 
104µm (Co-57) 
42% (I-125) 
37% (Co-57) 
100%@27-35keV 
30%@144keV 
2 mm ACS 122µm (I-125) 
144µm (Co-57) 
N/A 100%@27-35keV 
52%@144keV 
1. The stopping power was estimated based on the photon attenuation cross section data. 
 
On the other hand, the intrinsic resolution has been derived from FWHM of measured 
line spread function, which substantially degrades while using higher photon energy and 
thicker scintillator. Thus the relatively complicated detection mechanics and severe 
variation of the light spread lead to distinct degradation on both the spatial and energy 
resolution.  
It has demonstrated that I-EMCCD detector has the potentials of offering a relatively 
large active area and ultra-high resolution for low energy I-125 photon detection. When 
the detector is operated for higher photon energy, such as Co-57 and Tc-99, columnar 
CsI(Tl) scintillator of greater thickness (1-2mm) can be used to provide adequate 
detection efficiency. And the hundred-micron level of intrinsic resolution is still 
obtainable, which offers I-EMCCD detector excellent imaging capabilities with a large 
dynamic energy range. 
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CHAPTER 5 
Development of Single Photon Emission Microscope System 
5.1 The Dual-head SPEM System  
 
A prototype ultra-high resolution single photon emission microscope (SPEM) system 
for mouse imaging has been developed in our lab. This system is based on the use of I-
EMCCD detector that offers the combination of an excellent intrinsic spatial resolution, a 
good SNR, a large active area, and reasonable detection efficiency over the energy range 
from 27 to 140 keV. In the operation, the detector is cooled at -30º to reduce the dark 
current noise, and then implemented with full resolution (512×512 pixels) at typically 
readout speed of 30fps.  
Aperture unit 
EMCCD 
DM tube 
Collimator holder 
Support system 
Object holder 
Shielding 
Figure 5.1: The dual-head SPEM system. Aperture unit: 19 pinhole of Φ 300µm diameter and 100µm channel length
(upper) and 7 pinhole of Φ 450µm diameter and 150µm channel length (lower)  
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As shown in Figure 5.1, the current SPEM system consists of two I-EMCCD detectors. 
The detector is designed with a solid mechanical support, which is attached onto a 
horizontal gantry. To reduce the effect of background events each detector is wrapped 
around by 6-8mm thick lead sheets and only front window is open for collimated photon. 
The collimator holder which is fixed on the front window can support and position 
accurately aperture unit with different pinhole patterns.  
As a step towards a full-scale SPECT imaging system, the two detectors are placed 
close to the vertical object holder in an opposite position. It is easy to expand the 
prototype SPEM system to a full-scale system with four or six detectors in the future. The 
object holder is mounted to a rotary table with a quote accuracy of 0.01º (Velmex: 
B5990TC), which allows the object to rotate around vertical axis for tomography 
measurement. In addition, three manual (Edmund: NT37-980) or motorized (Velmex: 
B25) linear stages have been incorporated in support system to offer the capability of 
precisely positioning object in 3D. 
The columnar CsI(Tl) scintillator can be utilized to convert incident gamma photon into 
scintillation photons. Typically 0.5mm thick FOS-HL (Fiber optic plate) scintillator is 
used for I-125 studies, and can provide detection efficiency about 90%. For Co-57 and 
Tc-99m imaging, 1-2mm thick ACS-HL scintillator can offer reasonable stopping power 
from 25% to 52% based on the tradeoff between detection efficiency and intrinsic 
resolution. Then the collimator holder is fixed on the top of scintillator used. 
Table 5.1: Pinhole apertures and experimental setup used in the SPEM imaging studies 
Apertures No. of Pinholes 
Open 
angle 
Pinhole 
Size1 
Pinhole 
Distance 
Aperture 
Thickness 
Det. to 
Aper.  
Aper. to 
axis Sensitivity
2 
1 1 90° 100µm N/A 3mm 
2.25cm 2cm 
0.00015% 
2 4 90° 500µm 8mm 6mm 0.015% 
3 9 90° 120µm 8mm 3mm 0.002% 
4 36 60° 150µm 3mm 500µm 0.011% 
5 25 60° 200µm 4mm 6 mm 0.015% 
6 25 60° 300µm 2mm 500µm 0.018% 
7 31 60° 200µm NR 6mm 3.5cm 3cm 0.0063% 
8 19 60° 300µm NR 6mm 3.5cm 3cm 0.0087% 
9 7 60° 450µm NR 6mm 3.5cm 3cm 0.0072% 
1. The actual shape of the pinholes is likely to deviate from the designed knife-edge configuration. The measured 
pinhole diameter varied for up to ± 15 µm, due to the mechanical precision offered by our current EDM setup.   
2. The sensitivity values were derived using a point source of known activity placed at the center of the FOV. 
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In imaging study some pinhole apertures have been implemented and listed in Table 5.1.  
Each pinhole opening is fabricated using the electric discharge machining (EDM) 
technique, and has a channel length of 100µm (for 6mm thick aperture). In order to 
reduce photon penetration there is a sharp knife-edge with an acceptance angle of 60 
degrees on both sides (Figure 5.2).  
 
Because of limited mechanical accuracy, actual location and normal of pinhole and 
detector have random deviation from the designed values. To achieve a precise system 
response function, all of these parameters need to be calibrated by a modified 
experimental calibration method (discussed in chapter 5.3). Then 3D imaging 
reconstruction is performed using the standard ordered-subset expectation maximization 
(OSEM) algorithm. The object space is typically divided into 128×128×128 or 
256×256×256 voxels using 100µm or 50µm voxel size, while the detector is model with 
512×512 pixels with 96µm or 144µm pixel size.  
5.2 X-ray CT subsystem 
An X-ray CT subsystem is also incorporated in current SPEM system to provide 
anatomic information in small animal. This subsystem consists of five major components: 
Figure 5.2: Some pinhole apertures used in the SPEM preliminary imaging studies. A: 36ph (Ø150µm) B: 25ph 
(Ø300µm) C: 121ph (Ø100µm) D: 4ph (Ø500µm) E: 16ph (Ø250µm) F: 49ph (Ø200µm)                  
A B C 
D E F 
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a micro-focus X-ray tube, a high resolution X-ray detector, X-ray source remote 
controller, translational system, and shutter. The X-ray source is Oxford instrument 
Apogee 5000 series X-ray tube. This sealed tube has a fixed tungsten target with a 
nominal focal spot size of 100µm×100µm and the open window of 22.5º. The tube is 
operated in a positive anode mode with the cathode grounded, and is powered by a high 
voltage power supply (Matsusada: XR505-50-01-OX). This combination can generate X-
rays with maximum potential voltage of 50kVp and the anode current up to 1.0mA. 
Besides Beryllium (Be) window, an aluminum filter of 150µm thick is mounted on the 
front window of X-ray tube to remove the low energy photon flux and reduce radiation 
dose to the animal. 
 
Due to safety concerns the X-ray flux is software controlled by a remote controller, 
which is implemented by programming the high voltage power supply of X-ray tube. 
Actually the X-ray tube operation voltage and emission current is under the control of the 
tube power supply by using two voltage inputs in the range of 0-10V. An optically 
isolated intelligent analog and digital I/O pod (ACCES: USB-RA1216) is used and 
connected to host computer with opto-isolated RS-485 serial interface. Two 12-bit DACs 
Figure 5.3: Top view of dual-head I-EMCCD detector and X-ray CT subsystem. 
X-ray tube 
I-EMCCD 
CT Detector 
Rotary table 
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provide simultaneous voltage output to control the tube power supply while the tube 
operation current and voltage can be real-time monitored by two ADCs. 
In the experiment a high performance X-ray detector (Varian: Paxscan 1313) is used to 
offer excellent imaging resolution. The detector uses CsI(Tl) scintillator for X-ray 
conversion, and then an amorphous (non-crystalline) silicon is used for readout with 
better resilience rather than traditional CMOS detectors. The detector offers a 13×13cm 
imaging area with a 1024×1024 pixel array of 127µm pitch. A 14-bit depth ADC 
generates images up to 16384 shades of gray, and so offers the highest contrast resolution 
available for compact detector with this size. In the operation the detector is capable of 30 
fps for 2×2 binning (512×512 pixels) or 10fps with full resolution (1024×1024 pixels) 
depending on desired resolution. Although a Varian's ViVA(R) software is available for 
viewing and data acquisition through the industry standard camera-link port, a lab-made 
acquisition software has been developed on Visual C++ and Labview platform.  
  In current design of X-ray subsystem translational system shares the same vertical axis 
and rotary table with two I-EMCCD detectors. The center of the X-ray subsystem is 8cm 
above that of I-EMCCD detector. The small animal (or object) can be transported 
between SPECT and CT subsystems by the common axis, which has a high precision 
with an accuracy of ~1µm. Depending on object dimension, which is about 3cm in 
diameter and 4cm in length for small mouse imaging, the source-to-axis distance is 
chosen as 12cm with the given open angle 22.5º of X-ray tube. And the distance of axis-
to-detector is set as 24cm with magnification of 1:3. To minimize influence of system 
misalignment, the center of X-ray detector, the emission point (focal spot), and rotation 
axis are carefully aligned using manual translation stages with an accuracy of 2.5µm. The 
tilt angle of detector and support system are manually adjusted using an electronic leveler 
with 0.05 degree accuracy.  
During the acquisition the X-ray tube is operated in continuous mode while the object 
is rotated for tomographic reconstruction. Since radiation dose is a very important 
consideration for living animal, an X-ray shutter (Vincent: XRS25) has been incorporated 
to further reduce radiation exposure during the object rotation. Two platinum Iridium 
blades are able to be activated within 10.0msec by an electronic pulse generated by 
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Vincent VMM-D3 shutter driver controller. This shutter can be synchronized with the 
rotary table and detector acquisition at a maximum operation rate of 10Hz.  
In addition, a graphic interface has been designed to integrate all these components. 
The image is acquired in the “step-and-shoot” mode. When shutter is open, detector is 
manipulated to acquire 10 frames (~1.4s) at each angular step. Then object is rotated with 
720 angular steps for full 360 degree by the rotation table. It takes around 25 minutes for 
the whole measurement.   
Raw frame images need to be corrected with dark current subtraction and gain 
correction. Then the commercial software Cobra (Exxim) is used to reconstruct CT image. 
Due to the vertical translation between two subsystems, three I-125 radiation seeds are 
used to register two 3D reconstructed images from SPECT and CT.  The seed is made by 
a silver rod with 450µm in diameter and 3.8mm in length. A very thin layer (17nm) of 
radioactive material (I-125) is deposited on the surface of rod, which can be visualized in 
SPECT images. The rod is sealed in titanic capsule of 5mm in length and 0.8mm in 
diameter, and can clearly resolve in CT reconstructed image. 
5.3 Modified Experimental Calibration Method for SPEM System 
The key to achieving an ultra-high spatial resolution in pinhole SPECT imaging is to 
have a precise system response function for the whole object space. Usually the space is 
divided into a large number of volume elements (voxels).  The specific detector response 
to a “point” source, small radioactive source in each voxel, is known as the point 
response function (PRF). The full system response consists of the complete voxel-
dependent point response functions (PRFs), which is extremely important in determining 
the system spatial resolution and characterizing the system sensitivity [103-106]. For 
ultra-high resolution studies (even to hundred-micron level), more stringent resolution 
requirements need PRF to be accurately modeled in both shape and magnitude for 
improving quantitative accuracy of 3D image.  
Various methods, including analytical derivation, Monte-Carol simulation, 
experimental measurement, or some combination of these methods, have been proposed 
to obtain the system response in the pinhole SPECT imaging. In first class of methods, an 
analytic expression has been proposed to determine the distribution on the detector 
surface by calculating angular-dependent path length through collimator material (∆L) 
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[103-105]. However, the analytical expression is not available in too complicated 
collimator configuration. And the imperfection of pinhole fabrication and detector 
response could make analytical prediction deviate from the reality also.  
 
Secondly, many recent studies have reported the Monte-Carol simulation to estimate 
system response [107, 108].  In the simulation an isotropic point source is placed in voxel 
i and a large number iN  photon emissions are implemented. Then the response matrix 
element ija can be derived by a bias-free estimate of iij NN / , where ijN  is photon 
detection in detector pixel j. But the computation time is still the major challenge in 
reducing the standard deviation (σ= iN/1 ) of estimator. And inevitably mechanical 
error also does great damage to the accuracy.  
Actually, the direct approach is to experimentally measure the complete system matrix 
with a point source, which has a similar size as a voxel [43, 109, 110]. This approach has 
the advantage that the system response will incorporate most of system intrinsic 
properties, such as misalignment of the pinhole aperture and detector, non-uniform 
response and distortion of the detector, and other imperfections. However experimental 
measurement requires long acquisition to collect the sufficient count at each voxel i for 
each detector pixel j.  When the desired spatial resolution has improved to hundred-
micron level up to millions of tiny voxels are needed to represent the object space in 
small animal imaging[111], which places a large time burden to measure the point 
response function (PRF) for every voxel.  
Source space grid 
Detector  
Pixel j  
Voxel i  
Pinhole  
Figure 5.4: Calibration geometry in both experimental and simulated method (Left). Analytical method (Right). 
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In order to alleviate the long acquisition limitation of direct measurement, multiple 
point source calibration method has been proposed to fit a parameter model of the system 
response based on a limited number of projections [110, 112, 113]. Similarly a modified 
experimental calibration process has been designed for SPEM system. In iterative 
reconstruction both the projector and back projector are based on the model, which 
predicts the detector response to a given radionuclide distribution in the object space. 
Since the accuracy of this model greatly affects the quality of the reconstructed image, a 
large number of parameters, such as 3D coordinate and orientation of pinhole, detector 
and object movement, need to be taken into account.  
In the calibration a spherical point source, I-125 (Φ500µm) or Co-57 (Φ250µm), is 
used to simulate incident photon. The point source can be precisely positioned by support 
system, which combines rotary table and 3D linear stages together. The origin of 
calibration system geometry is defined at the rotation center of this point source. Firstly, 
the source is placed at the origin, and then is moved a small step )( r∆  perpendicular to 
the rotation axis. At the radius mR  ( rmRm ∆•= , and m: radius index from 0 to M) the 
point source is rotated for a full circle with angular step θ∆ , and then translated along 
vertical direction (almost parallel to the rotation axis). This circular measurement is 
required to be duplicated at all height positions pH (p: height index from -P to P). Due to 
the concern of potential distortion of DM tube, the uniform distribution of measured 
points over the whole object space is desired. The above measurements need to be 
repeated at several different radiuses ( mR ) according to FOV of the SPEM system. The 
detector response for pinhole n at angular position lA  is categorized at the index matrix (n, 
m, p, l). The 3D coordinate ( xm , ym , zm ) at each measurement position can be simply 
derived as following: 
hpxm ∆×=       
)cos( θ∆×××∆= lmrym  
)sin( θ∆×××∆= lmrzm        (5-1) 
Then, a comprehensive response model has been made for I-EMCCD detector. Firstly, 
according to the pinhole configuration, the parameters of tungsten pinhole insert, such as 
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collimator thickness, open angle, pinhole diameter, channel length, position and 
orientation in the 3D space, and attenuation coefficient, have been incorporated in the 
simulation of photon penetration. Since it has been proven that the scatter fraction is 
substantially smaller than the pinhole and penetration fraction in the Monte-Carlo 
simulation[79], the ray tracing approach is used to predict pinhole response while a point 
source projects through the  pinhole collimator on the detector pixel (Figure 5.5).  
 
 In the model, the collimator is described by many thin layers based on pinhole 
configuration. The path length of the individual ray is derived by tracing the ray through 
each layer. The probability distribution of photon penetration on each detector pixel can 
be calculated by the combination of path length and linear attenuation coefficients[114]. 
On the other hand, the effect of DOI is also taken into account while the scintillator is 
simulated by several independent layers. The photon attenuation in each layer is derived, 
which offers a better matching, especially for thick scintillator.  
In SPEM system the modified experimental calibration data processing includes two 
iterations. Firstly, the weighting position of the measured point source projection is 
applied to estimate the geometric parameters quickly. Secondly, the projection profile is 
used to improve the agreement of the magnitude and shape of the response function 
between simulated and experimental result. Based on the Levenburg-Marquardt 
algorithm[115], the model parameters are derived from these measured projections by the 
least square fitting. Then the complete system response matrix can be generated by using 
Figure 5.5:  Photon penetration in ray tracing model 
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these parameters. It has demonstrated a reasonable agreement between simulated and 
measured projections, as show in Figure 5.6 
 
5.4 Phantom Study 
To evaluate the imaging performance of SPEM system, several lab-made phantom 
images have been reconstructed. Firstly, a multiple I-125 seed phantom has been used to 
demonstrate the system resolution for highly concentrated source without a background.  
This seed is made by a silver rod with 450µm in diameter and 5mm in length. About 
200µCi activity of I-125 is deposited on the rod surface with only 17nm thick [116]. Both 
the single pinhole of 100µm pinhole diameter and 9-pinhole of 120µm pinhole diameter 
apertures are implemented in the experiment. Based on the 1D cross-section tube profile 
the excellent spatial resolution is resolved from the FWHM of line profile and is around 
hundred-micron level (Figure 5.7). However, the system sensitivity is relatively poor due 
to limited pinhole number and small pinhole diameter. 
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Figure 5.6: Co-57 source projection at incident angle of 14.9º (Φ215µm pinhole and 0.5mm CsI(Tl) used). The 
horizontal axes are detector pixel numbers, and pixel size is 100µm×100µm. The vertical axes are the distribution 
ratio, normalized by the peak in the pool of the array of 21×21pixels.  (Measured: green and Simulated: blue) 
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Figure 5.8: Reconstructed images of an I-125 radiation seed. Upper panel: using 36ph with 150µm pinhole diameter,
the seed activity is 214µCi measured with 30 mins. The slices shown are 75 µm in thickness. Lower panel: using 25ph
with 200µm pinhole diameter, the seed activity is 240µCi measured with 15mins. The slices shown are 100µm in 
thickness 
 
36ph (Φ 150µm) 
25ph (Φ 200µm) 
Figure 5.7: Cross section view of reconstructed 3-D images. The phantom used consists of multiple radiation seeds. 
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To take the full advantage of relatively large active area of I-EMCD detector, 25-
pinhole and 36-pinhole apertures are implemented to improve the system sensitivity 
while maintaining an excellent resolution and a little bit overlap of projection. With the 
use of a relatively short image time (30mins or less), the wall feature of multiple tube 
seed is reconstructed clearly (Figure 5.8).  
 
To further demonstrate excellent spatial resolution of SPEM system a miniaturized 
Derenzo phantom is made in the local machine shop. The key part of this lab-made 
phantom is a hot rod insert, which is placed in a glass tube of 15.7mm in diameter. The 
insert is made by PTFE disk with 13mm in diameter and 5mm in length. There are four 
Figure 5.9: (Upper left panel) lab-made miniaturized Jaszczak phantom. (Upper right panel): the hot rod insert made 
by PTFE disk. There are four groups of holes. The diameters of these holes are 0.65mm, 0.5mm, 0.35mm and 0.2 mm 
respectively. (Lower panel) a reconstructed phantom image. The slice shown is 150 µm in thickness. 60 projections 
with a total imaging time of 1.5h. 
Φ200µm 
Φ650µm 
Φ350µm 
Φ500µm 
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groups of holes, which are drilled through the disk parallel to the disk axis. The diameters 
of the holes are 200µm, 350µm, 500µm, and 650µm. For each group, the separation of 
adjacent holes is two times the diameter, except that the 200µm diameter holes are 
separated by 500µm. The total activity of around 200µCi I-125 solution has been filled 
into the tube. The images were measured with 36-pinhole aperture (Φ150µm) and the 
total imaging time of 1.5 hours.  In the reconstructed image the smallest group of holes 
with 200µm diameter can be clearly resolved (Figure 5.9).  
Actually, in practical imaging, such as in vivo T cell tracking application, the 
radioactivity is constrained by the relatively small cell counts and limited specific activity, 
which allows to be attached to each cell. Usually a substantial background activity also is 
present because of tracer diffusion in living body. Thus a low activity phantom has been 
designed to mimic in vivo T cell tracking study. In the phantom an I-125 seed with the 
activity of 0.9µCi is placed in a PTFE disk that is 3mm in length and fit in the glass tube. 
The radiation seed and plastic disk is submersed in a continuous background I-125 
solution, which contains a total activity of 20 µCi and around 1cm3 in volume. 
 
The 25-pinhole aperture with pinhole diameter 200µm provides the detection efficiency 
with 0.015%. The 3D image of this low activity phantom has been shown in Figure 5.10. 
While taking a 4-hour measurement, the tube structure of I-125 seed is clearly visible in 
the continuous background. All of above phantom studies have demonstrated that an 
ultra-high imaging resolution of less than 200 µm can be achieved using current SPEM 
system with tiny pinhole openings. 
PTFE rod 
~ 2mm ∅ 
PTFE disk 
13 mm ∅×3 mm 
PTFE filling 
Background 
region, 1 µL, 
~20 µCi 
Figure 5.10: Cross section views of a reconstructed image of an I-125 radiation seed in a continuous background. The 
radiation seed has a total activity of 0.9µCi. The total background volume is around 1cm3, filled with 20µCi activity. 
60 projections with a total imaging time of 4h 
An I-125 seed w/ 0.9 
µCi activity 
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5.5 Mouse Imaging 
 
Firstly, a proof of principle animal experiment has been designed to validate the image 
performance of SPEM system. By linking I-125 to cell surface proteins around 50,000 
Lymphoma cells (immature T cells) are radiolabeled. This labeling procedure is 
performed with a commercial labeling kit (Peirce Biotechnoly: IODO-GEN Precoated 
Reaction Tube). Then unbound I-125 label should be removed by washing these cells 
extensively. Based on an accurate counter the total activity of label cells is measured 
around 1.8 million counts after careful washing while the corresponding specific activity 
is around 0.6Bq/cell.  
The next, these cells are divided into two groups with 0.3µL and 5µL in volume, which 
are directly injected into the left and right ventral striatum of the mouse brain separately. 
In this scenario, there is almost no background activity. A 25-pinhole aperture with 
300µm diameter is used in SPECT imaging. The measurement time is 1.5 hours for 12 
view angles. So it takes approximately 2 hours for the both SPECT and CT imaging, and 
the mouse has been anesthetized in the whole measurement. The fused 3D SPECT/CT 
image is shown in Figure 5.11. This section view shows a volume of 4mm thickness 
through the mouse brain. There are two clearly distinguished groups of cells in the skull, 
and even needle track (the leftover outer the skull) is also visible.   
Figure 5.11: 3-D rendering of a fused SPECT/CT image of a mouse’s head. 50,000 radiolabeled T cells were injected 
into the left and right striatum. The total imaging time was 1.5hours with the dual head SPECT/CT system. The two 
groups of cells (5µL and 0.3µL in volume) are shown inside the scull.  
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Furthermore, the detection limit of current system has also been investigated. The list-
mode experiment data is scaled into smaller dataset, which is simulated to smaller cell 
counts (3000 cells, 1500cells, and 750cells) in the brain with the same measurement time. 
Several co-register SPECT/CT slice image are demonstrated in Figure 5.12. In the image 
the slice thickness is 150µm.  According to specific activity of each cell, the total activity 
is estimated about 450Bq for 750cells. It is clearly shown that the current dual-headed 
SPEM system is capable of visualizing a very small number (< 1000) of radiolabeled T 
cells within a reasonable scan time. 
In this proof-of-principle study, it is the best scenario to image small activity without 
background signal. Recently, several in vivo mouse imaging studies have been 
implemented while radiotracer injection is performed from tail vein access. Firstly, 
SPEM system has been used to assess uptakes of 99mTc-DTPA-glipizide tracer in 
pancreas islet beta cells of mouse[117]. The tracer volume is constrained to ~0.1ml while 
mouse is around 20g in weight. And the 19-pinhole spherical aperture with 300µm 
diameter is used in the measurement, which is 45mins later than the tracer administration. 
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Figure 5.12: Co-registered SPECT/CT images of a mouse’s brain. These images were reconstructed using statistically 
scaled data sets that are corresponding to 50,000, 3,000, 1,500 and 750cells in the brain. SPECT images are displayed 
in red and CT images are displayed in gray scale. 
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The columnar CsI(Tl) scintillator with 1mm thick is used to provide reasonable stopping 
power for 144keV energy photon. The imaging time is 80mins for SPECT (16 angular 
projection) and 25mins for CT (360 angular steps). Based on co-register SPECT/CT 
image (Figure 5.13), the “hot” spots indicate the uptake of the radiotracer. Both kidneys 
and bladder display important uptake coming from the filtration and excretion of DTPA-
glipizide. 
 
 
Figure 5.14: SPEM cardiac image of a small mouse (~20g weight) using 99mTc-tetrofosmin tracer (2 mCi/mouse IV 
injection). 
Transverse Coronal Sagittal 
Figure 5.13: SPEM kidney image of a small mouse (20g weight) acquired after 45 min after administration of 99mTc-
DTPA-Glipizide (1 mCi/mouse IV injection). 
Transverse Coronal Sagittal 
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Secondly, 2mCi 99mTc-tetrofosmin tracer is injected into a small mouse (<20g) for 
cardiac imaging. Since tetrofosmin drug can be rapidly taken up by myocardial tissue, the 
imaging begins about 15mins following injection[118]. Due to relatively wide 
distribution of tracer uptake, 7-pinhole spherical aperture is used to reduce the projection 
overlapping. With the combination of 2mm thick columnar CsI(Tl) and relatively large 
pinhole diameter (450µm) the detection efficiency has also been improved to 0.0035%. 
In the reconstructed image wall feature of myocardium has been clearly resolved while a 
substantially strong activity distributes in neighboring organs, such as liver, bowls, and 
kidneys, due to efficient renal excretion.  
Besides radiolabeled cells imaging, SPECT is also an effectively tool of invasively 
monitoring internal bone injuries or disorders before suitable therapy and any invasive 
procedures. 99mTc-Methyl diphosphonate (MDP) radiotracer imaging is usually used as 
initial method to label the osteoblastic activity and consequently detect skeletal 
metastases [119, 120]. SPEM system has been implemented in mouse bone scan image, 
also. Compare to transmission CT scan, the reconstructed image of SPEM system has 
demonstrated a good resolution uptake and matching of CT skeletal feature. 
 
Based on animal imaging, the prototype SPEM system has demonstrated excellent 
capabilities for imaging small radioactivity when background activity is strong in 
practical scenario. The system has been installed in Albert Einstein Hospital in Sao Paulo, 
Brazil. More pre-clinic applications will be conducted to further evaluate imaging 
SPEM CT SPEM/CT 
Figure 5.15: SPEM bone scan image of a small mouse (~20g weight) using 99mTc MDP. And 7-pinhole flat
aperture with 450µm pinhole diameter is used. The total imaging time was 1 hours with the SPECT/CT system. 
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performance of SPEM system. To improve the imaging speed and performance, the full 
scale (4 or 6 heads) SPEM system is under the development. 
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CHAPTER 6 
Development of X-ray Fluorescence Emission Tomography 
(XFET) System 
6.1 Introduction of X-ray Fluorescence Computed Tomography (XFCT) 
X-ray fluorescence is the emission of characteristic "secondary" (or fluorescent) X-rays 
from a material that has been stimulated with incident X-ray or gamma ray photons. The 
incident photons should be energetic enough to expel orbital electrons tightly held by 
atom, which process is called photoelectric absorption. Thus this electron vacancy 
renders the unstable electronic structure of the excited atom, which may stand for a short 
period of time. Then the excited atom naturally tends to rearrange electron configuration 
and return to lower or ground energy state when the higher orbital electron fills lower 
orbital vacancy. In this transition, energy is released in the form of a photon, whose 
energy is given by the energy difference between the two orbits. The photon energy is 
fixed by the basic atomic binding energy, and thus presents characteristic of the atom. In 
this process, the absorption of a specific energy photon results in re-emission of X-ray 
photon of a lower energy, which is so called X-ray fluorescence[16].  
In recent years, tomographic study of volumetric sample using X-ray fluorescence is 
getting popularities for elemental analysis. Since the energy of X-ray fluorescence is 
unique to the individual element, X-ray fluorescence technique has the capabilities of 
mapping the distribution of elements within slices or volumes of intact specimens.  One 
of important advantages of this technique is to offer excellent sensitivity to trace element 
down to picogram level. While using modern synchrotron X-ray sources in X-ray 
fluorescence computed tomography (XFCT) study, it allows elemental mapping with 
high spatial resolution in the order of microns. 
In conventional XFCT study, a pencil beam of synchrotron X-rays is implemented to 
stimulate X-ray fluorescence photons emitted along the beam line through the sample. An 
external non-position-sensitive photon detector is placed around the object and records 
X-ray fluorescence escaped from the sample. This is typically a high efficiency and high 
count-rate capability spectrometer for detecting the line integral of emission along the 
beam direction. To obtain sufficient tomographic data for 2D slice reconstruction, the 
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specimen is usually scanned line by line cross the beam, and then rotated for full 360º or 
only 180º rotation [121-123]. The trace element distribution can be reconstructed with 
either filtered back-projection (FBP) or (penalized) maximum-likelihood (ML) 
algorithms [124, 125]. This result can be straightforward extrapolated to the 3D volume 
scanning combined with sample vertical movement (Figure 6.1). The whole process is 
very similar to that of SPECT with parallel-hole collimation.  
 
As an alternative approach, the confocal scanning geometry has also been explored by 
many groups [126-128]. In this approach the collimator or polycapillary lens is placed 
between the specimen and detector, and only transmits the fluorescence photons towards 
the detector from a well-defined voxel in the sample instead of collecting the line integral 
of emission along the beam direction. This voxel of interest is localized at the intersection 
of the beam and focal spot. Without the need of tomography reconstruction, 3D elemental 
mapping can be achieved by directly stacking the measurement. However the need for 3D 
linear systematic movement leads to long data acquisition time and complicated scanning 
procedure. 
In combination with modern synchrotron source, XFCT is uniquely suited for 
quantifying trace elements at high spatial resolution. But the practical acquisition process 
is relative slow (hour/slice). And the time overhead spent on translating or rotating object 
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Figure 6.1: X-ray fluorescence computed tomography (XFCT) 
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without fluorescence measurements also is substantial concern[129]. Thus the 
applications are restricted due to the limited availability on existing synchrotron X-ray 
facilities. Due to the requirement of high speed image system for X-ray fluorescence 
imaging some efforts have been dedicated to improve acquisition speed.    
6.2 What is X-ray Fluorescence Emission Tomography (XFET) 
To overcome the hurdle for current XFCT and improve imaging speed, it has been 
proposed to using emission tomography (ET) system for synchrotron X-ray fluorescence 
imaging in our group[130]. In this approach, the sample is illuminated by fan beam or a 
pencil beam of synchrotron X-rays. With the combination of high spatial and energy 
resolution X-ray detector and collimation (pinhole or slit) aperture, the proposed system 
records the collimated photons emitted from the illuminated sample. Since this approach 
relies on imaging technique similar to that used in emission tomography [29, 98, 131], it 
is referred as X-ray fluorescence emission tomography (XFET) compared to the 
conventional line-by-line scanning scheme in XFCT.  
The main difference between proposed XFET and conventional XFCT is that more 
imaging information content is provided by each detected photon while detection 
efficiency is decreased due to the use of collimator. The amount of imaging information 
per detected photon is dependent on the number of potential source voxels that is possible 
to initiate this detection. While using physical collimation in XFET, the potential initial 
voxel in the source space is confined because each detected photon can be tracked back 
to only a few source voxels. Thus more information-content is available from a single 
detection, which is possible to overcome its lower detection efficiency.  
Since X-rays fluorescence emits from the sub-volume covered by the beam, the spatial 
distribution of photon emission is controllable by manipulating configuration of 
synchrotron X-rays. With the careful design of physical collimator it can provide photon 
detection geometry, which has a smaller average number of potential source voxels. In 
addition, less multiplexed projection data can be achieved, which leads to reduced spatial 
correlation in imaging noise. Compared to the conventional XFCT, the proposed XFET 
allows for using less scanning motion, and therefore leads to a dramatically improved 
imaging speed. 
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Two new XFET geometries have been proposed and investigated in preliminary studies. 
In the first new geometry (Mode 2), multiple-pinhole aperture is used in the combination 
with a single fan beam. A single slice through the object is illuminated and emits X-ray 
fluorescence while the photon detector placed behind the pinhole aperture is used to form 
projection images from multiple view angles similar to pinhole SPECT imaging. The 
scanning motion is possible to be simplified for 3D imaging. And only crossing the fan 
beam is needed for the object, which leads to a much reduced overhead time. With a 
careful design, non-multiplexing projection for each slice can be used to directly 
determine the trace elements distribution. And the improved angular sampling from 
multiple pinholes is expected to provide better image quality.  
Rotary table 
Figure 6.2: Three different imaging modes compared in the study 
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However one of potential limitations of this scheme (Mode 2) is that the sensitivity 
decreases with the square of pinhole diameter while using a few microns diameter 
pinhole to achieve a high spatial resolution. Due to poor detection efficiency a long 
image time is required to obtain a sufficient counting statistic for high resolution image. 
Therefore, the spatial resolution is fundamentally limited by the pinhole size that can be 
practically used. 
To improve resolution capability, the second XFET geometry (Mode 3) is proposed to 
use slit aperture while the object is illuminated by a pencil beam as same as conventional 
line-by-line scheme (Mode 1). The slit aperture can provide a substantially improved 
geometrical efficiency rather than pinhole aperture. It is possible to use narrow slit 
aperture to achieve an excellent spatial resolution while maintaining good detection 
efficiency. In this scheme the object could be directly scanned line by line with only 2D 
movement for 3D imaging. Because each detected photon can be tracked back to only a 
few source voxel, only simple de-multiplex of projection overlap needs to be 
implemented for image reconstruction instead of tomographic reconstruction. 
Although the detection efficiency of Mode 2 and 3 is substantially lower than that in 
Mode 1, more information content in each detected photon is capable to overcome this 
disadvantage. And relatively simple scanning procedure is supposed to improve imaging 
speed. In order to evaluate the performance benefits of XFET approach, both Monte-
Carlo simulation and phantom imaging have been implemented.      
6.3 Detector Options for XFET Imaging 
In proposed XFET imaging, a high spatial resolution (a few tens of microns) and 
excellent energy resolution (typically a few hundred electron-volts) is required to 
distinguish fluorescence photon from multiple elements. In last two decades, due to its 
efficient performance and good uniformity over large area and low noise at charge 
generation and measurement, CCD has been the dominant technology for visible photon 
and soft X-ray detection. For relatively low energy X-ray photon, such as the 6.4keV 
photons emitted from Iron (Fe), CCD is capable of offering detection efficiency of 40%-
50% while the epitaxial layer is typically 10~20µm in depth.   
However, the main limitation of CCD-based detector is relatively slow readout speed, 
which substantially restricts the count-rate capability of CCD for conventional XFCT 
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imaging. Given the limited time availability in beam line, it is less practical to implement 
short exposure time and avoid count loss due to pileup while the measurement overhead 
substantially increase with a relatively long readout time at the order of second. But CCD 
is applicable in XFET study due to the relatively low geometries efficiency.  
Actually several synchrotron X-ray sources are available at the GSECARS beam line at 
the Advance Photon Source (APS), the X-ray beam intensity used in preliminary study is 
possible to be improved by several orders of magnitude. For further improved beam 
intensity, scientific complementary metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS) device could be 
one of the promising options to achieve excellent spatial and energy resolution at very 
high frame rate. Typically CMOS device is fabricated with symmetrical pairs of p-type 
and n-type transistor. Similar to CCD, photoelectric effect is used to convert incident X-
ray photon into electrical charges in each pixel of CMOS device.  
One of distinguishing features of CMOS sensor is its internal integration amplifier and 
clamping circuit. For each pixel there is an independent amplifier, which converts 
integrated charge to a voltage without the need of the charge transfer from pixel to pixel 
in CCD. Then this voltage is multiplexed and successively connected to common bus by 
implementing integrated CMOS switches. The on-chip ADC is used to convert pixel 
voltage into digital signal. In CMOS device every column in a given row is 
simultaneously readout (parallel readout) whereas the CCD inherently reads signal charge 
one pixel at a time (serial readout). As a result, CMOS device is capable to work at very 
high frame rate while maintaining low readout noise.  
However, it is still difficult for CMOS device to compete with CCD in X-ray detection. 
Several performance parameters, in which CMOS occasionally lacks, are charge-
handling capacity, linearity, and detection efficiency. Since the operating potential of 
CMOS is inherently lower than that used by CCD, sensitive volume is fundamentally 
limited to the lower epitaxial layer than that of CCD. As a result, the detection efficiency 
is restricted to only a few % for X-ray of a few keV. With the rapid development of 
CMOS technologies, fast imaging CMOS sensor for X-ray photon detection is still under 
the development [132].  
Actually two CCD detectors have been implemented in preliminary study. Firstly, it is 
a front-illuminated X-ray CCD detector (Andor Technology: ikon-934N), which has a 
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detection area of 2.56cm × 1.52cm with 1278×768 pixels of 20µm in size (Figure 6.3). 
The detection efficiency is ~80% at 5keV, ~30% at 10keV, and ~15% at 15keV. 
Secondly, it is a back-illuminated X-ray CCD detector (Andor Technology: ikon-
L936DO), which is specific-designed for direct X-ray detection with high spatial 
resolution. The 2048×2048 pixels and 13.5µm pixel size combine to offer a 2.76cm × 
2.76cm active image area. A large area 5-stage TE cooler enables cooling of this large 
sensor down to -30º with air cooling. Due to relatively lower depleted region the 
detection efficiency is ~60% at 5keV and ~15% at 10keV.  
 
6.4 Monte-Carlo Simulation  
To evaluate the performance of the proposed XFET (Mode 2 and Mode 3) over the 
conventional XFCT (Mode 1), Monte-Carlo simulation has been used to qualitatively 
assess the quality of reconstructed images. The GEANT4 software package [133] is 
utilized to model X-ray transport in the object, which incorporates several physical 
factors, such as photoelectric effect, Compton scattering, Rayleigh scattering, and the 
emission of fluorescence X-ray, while a lab-made photon tracing algorithms is used to 
model the response of detection system. Both synchrotron and fluorescence X-ray 
attenuation have been taken into account in the simulation.  
In simulation study the phantom is a cylinder of 5mm in diameter and 5mm long where 
bromine (Br) solution with the concentration of 1.24mg/ml is filled as a continuous 
background. There are three groups of hot-roles (Br: 6.21mg/ml) and one group of cold-
roles (Br: 0mg/ml) in the phantom. The diameters of the hot holes are 100µm, 200µm, 
and 300µm while that of cold holes is 750µm. For each group, the separation of adjacent 
holes is two times the diameter. The beam direction is perpendicular to the cylinder axis. 
Figure 6.3: The direct conversion X-ray CCD detector (Andor Technology Mode 934N) 
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A phantom cross section view and some projections on the detector are shown in Figure 
6.4. 
 
To demonstrate performance benefits of XFET system, the statistical properties (mean 
and covariance) of reconstructed images attainable with various imaging geometries are 
compared qualitatively based on an analytical approach, which utilizes modified uniform 
Cramer-Rao type bounds (MUCRB) [134]. The MUCRB is the lowest attainable total 
variance using any estimator of an unknown vector parameter, whose mean gradient 
satisfies a given constraint. Since the mean gradient is closely related to linearized local 
impulse response (LIR) function[135], which is widely used to describe the spatial 
resolution property in image, the MUCRB approach offers the potentials of evaluating 
the tradeoff between spatial resolution and variance. Recently, some efforts have been 
made to extend MUCRB into the vector estimation case, which allow evaluating 
optimum average resolution-variance tradeoff that can be achieved across multiple 
control-points inside a region-of-interest[136]. Thus this approach can be used as an 
analytical performance index for comparing different imaging systems.  
For Mode 1, the non-position-sensitive photon detector is assumed to have a fixed 
detection efficiency of 5% and an energy resolution of 0.25keV, which are referred from 
previously published experimental results [121, 137]. And two detectors are placed at 
opposite direction with total 10% detection efficiency. For both mode 2 and mode 3, the 
X-ray detector is assumed to have 512×512 pixels with 25µm pixel size and provide an 
image area of 12.8×12.8mm2. To improve the system efficiency, six detectors are placed 
Figure 6.4: A cross section of the simulated phantom. The vertical line indicates the position of a pencil beam used to 
irradiate the object. B the projection on an X-ray detector using a thin sheet-like synchrotron X-ray beam with a 9-
pinhole aperture. C the projection on an X-ray detector using a pencil-beam of synchrotron X-ray with a three-silt 
aperture. (X: represent five pixel positions used in MUCRB approach) 
A B C 
× × × 
× 
× 
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around the specimen in ring configuration while the detection efficiency is 50% for K-
alpha X-ray emitted from Bromine (11.9keV).  
Table 6.1: Mode 1 and Mode 3 Geometries with Physical Resolutions of Around 50 µm 
Imaging 
Mode 
Detection System Object Illumination Scheme (Total imaging time: 7200s) Phys. 
Reso. 
(mm) 
Dose-
rate 
(mGy/s) Detector and Aperture Raw sen. 
Flux rate 
(/sec/mm2) 
Beam-
size 
(mm2) 
Time 
per 
step (s) 
Linear  
steps  
Angular 
steps 
M1 G1 
• Det: none position-
sensitive 
• Aperture: None 
5% 2.56E+08 0.04×0.04 0.3125 128 x 0.04mm 
180 x 
2°  0.065 
0.452 
M3 
G2 
• Det: 512x512 pix, 25 
µm 
• Det-to-aper/aper-to-
obj: 5.5mm/5.5mm 
• Aperture: 2-slit, 20 µm, 
3 mm 
0.29% 
2.56E+08 0.04×0.04 56.25 128 x  0.04mm 1 0.048 G3 Aperture: 3-slit, 20 µm, 1.85 mm 0.44% 
G4 Aperture: 10-slit, 20 µm, 0.415 mm 1.49% 
G5 Aperture: 20-slit, 20 µm, 0.195 mm 2.99% 
 
Table 6.2: Modes 1 - 3 Geometries with Physical Resolutions of Around 120 µm 
 
Imaging 
Mode 
Detection System Object Illumination Scheme (Total imaging time: 7200s) Phys. 
reso. 
(mm) 
Dose-
rate 
(mGy/
s) 
 
Detector and Aperture 
Raw 
sen. 
Flux rate 
(/sec/mm2) 
Beam-
size 
(mm2) 
Time 
per 
step (s) 
Linear  
steps  
Angular 
steps 
M1 G6 • Det: none position-
sensitive 
• Aperture: None 
5% 1.28E+08 0.08 
×0.04 
0.625 64 x 
0.08 
mm 
180 x 
2°  
0.12 
0.452 
M2 G7 • Det: 512x512 pix, 25 
µm 
• Det-to-aper/aper-to-
obj: 5.5mm/5.5mm 
• 9 (3x3) pinhole, ∅70 
µm, spacing: 3.41 mm 
0.06% 2.00E+06 5.12 
x0.04 
7200 1 1 0.12 
G8 25 (5x5) pinhole, ∅70 
µm, 1.79 mm 
0.15% 
M3 G9 Aperture: 3-slit, 60 µm, 
1.85 mm 
1.31% 1.28E+08 0.08 
×0.04 
112.5 64 x 
0.08 
mm 
1 0.12 
 
Table 6.3: Modes 1, 2 and 3 Geometries with Physical Resolutions of Around 200 µm 
Imaging 
Mode 
Detection System Object Illumination Scheme (Total imaging time: 7200s) Phys. 
reso. 
(mm) 
Dose-
rate 
(mGy/s) Detector and Aperture  
Raw 
sen. 
Flux rate 
(/sec/mm2) 
Beam-size 
(mm2) 
Time per 
step (s) 
Linear  
steps  
Angular 
steps 
M1 G10 
• Det: none position-
sensitive 
• Aperture: None 
5% 6.40E+07 0.16×0.04 1.25 32 x 0.16mm 
180 x 
2°  0.22 
0.452 M2 G11 
9 (3x3) pinhole, 
∅120 µm, spacing: 
3.41 mm 
1.6% 2.00E+06 5.12×0.04 7200 1 1 0.23 
M3 G12 Aperture: 3-slit, 100 µm, 1.85 mm 2.18% 6.40E+07 0.16×0.04 225 
32 x 
0.16mm 1 0.20 
 
To comprehensively evaluate three methods on various imaging applications the 
comparison of imaging performance is implemented at three different desired spatial 
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resolutions, such as ~50µm, ~150µm, and ~250µm. In each interested resign, some 
practical imaging geometries are designed for the three modes according to the 
responding physical resolution[131]. In Mode 2, 3×3 and 5×5 pinhole patterns are chosen 
to achieve a relatively small amount of projection overlapping while taking full 
advantage of detector active area. In Mode 3, several geometries with 2-20 slit openings 
are chosen based on the concern of overlapping degree.  
There are totally 12 geometries, which are divided into three physical resolution groups. 
The detailed information about imaging parameters, such as beam dimension and 
intensity, the number of linear and angular steps, and the time during at each step, is 
display in Tables 6.1-3. Since Mode 2 usually requires a small pinhole diameter, which 
leads to extremely small detection sensitivity and requires a long measurement, this mode 
is not included in the comparison at the high resolution level of ~50µm. 
Actually the noise level of reconstructed image is related to not only the imaging 
system but also imaging time and radiation does rate to the object. The same average 
dose-rate (defined in Equation 6-1) and total 2 hours imaging time are assumed for all 
imaging geometry. Thus the intensity of incident 15keV X-ray beam has to be 
specifically scaled from 2×106 to 2.56 ×108 photons/(s•mm2) according to the beam size 
used. Since there is no rotation scanning in the proposed Mode 2 and 3, the does-rate 
profiles decrease from the beam incident side to exit side, which leads to spatially variant 
resolution. To compare these imaging geometries associated with three modes, five 
control-points have been used to achieve average resolution-variance tradeoff (Figure 
6.4).  
MassobjecttimeimagingTotal
studyimagingtheduringdepositioneneryTotalDavg
×
=   (6-1) 
The performance benefits of proposed XFET approach over the conventional XFCT 
have been demonstrated in Figure 6.5. When using the same imaging time and radiation 
dose, Mode 3 provides an improved SNR and can offer more than one order of magnitude 
reduction in imaging variance with proper aperture. Since the variance of reconstructed 
image is roughly in inverse proportion to imaging time, a short imaging time is feasible 
while maintaining the quality of reconstructed image. Furthermore, relatively simple 
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scanning procedure with less overhead is also in favor of speeding up the imaging speed. 
All of these offer Mode 3 as an efficient approach for high resolution imaging.  
On the other hand, Mode 2 is substantially limited by the relatively low beam intensity 
due to the concern of radiation does.  Since a wider X-ray beam is used to illuminate a 
large portion of object, which leads to a stronger fluorescence signal from the object and 
is helpful to overcome the disadvantage of low efficiency of detection system. It is 
possible to use same beam intensity for all three methods while Mode 2 could offer a 
faster imaging speed at the cost of a much higher radiation does to the object. Combined 
with only 1D scanning motion, Mode 2 offers the capability of faster tomographic 
imaging rather than Mode 1 and 3.  
 
6.5 Preliminary Study  
The feasibility of XFET approach has also been demonstrated with the CCD-based 
imaging system, which was set up at Argonne Advanced Photon Source (APS). In the 
experiment, synchrotron X-ray of 15keV was used to illuminate the specimen. The beam 
3 
3 
3 
Figure 6.5: Resolution-variance tradeoff achieved with Modes 1-3 geometries as detailed in Tables 6.1-3 
Mode 1, Geom. 10,  
Flux-rate: 2x106 p/(s⋅cm2)   
 
Mode 2, Geom. 8, 25 ph, 70 μm,  
Synch. X-ray flux-rate: 2x106photon/(s⋅cm2)   
Mode 2, Geom. 7,  
Flux-rate: 2.56x108 p/(s⋅cm2) 
 
Above the line: The intrinsic performances of Modes 1-3 geometries. 
All cases have the same dose-rate of 0.452 mGy/s, the same imaging 
time of 2 hrs. 
Below the line: With increased flux-rate and dose-rate: 57.86 mGy/s. 
Mode 3. Geom. 3, 3 slit, 20 μm,  
Flux-rate: 2.56x108 p/(s⋅cm2) 
 
Mode 3, Geom. 9, 3 slit, 60 μm,  
Flux-rate: 1.28x108 p/(s⋅cm2) 
 
Mode 2, Geom. 7, 9 ph, 70 μm,  
Flux-rate: 2x106 p/(s⋅cm2)   
 
Mode 3, Geom. 12, 3 slit, 100 μm,  
Flux-rate: 6.4x107 p/(s⋅cm2) 
 
Mode 2, Geom. 11, 9-ph, 120 μm,  
Flux-rate: 2x106 p/(s⋅cm2)   
 
Mode 1, Geom. 6,  
Flux-rate: 1.28x108 p/(s⋅cm2) 
Mode 1, Geom. 1,  
Flux-rate: 2.56x108 p/(s⋅cm2) 
 
Mode 2, Geom. 11,  
Flux-rate: 2.56x108 p/(s⋅cm2) 
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profile was manipulated by PC controlled aperture. A thin parallel beam or pencil beam 
can be confined down to a few microns in width, while for fan beam application the beam 
length can be expanded up to 5mm. The intensity of beam was measured at ~109 photons/ 
(second•mm2).  
In the measurement CCD was typically operated with 1-5 second accumulation time 
while it took about 1 second to readout. An X-ray shutter was installed along the beam 
line, and synchronized with CCD readout to eliminate the smearing effect. Due to the 
relatively low photon energies in XFET studies, attenuation correction is supposed to 
play an important role of improving the image quality and quantification. A transmission 
CT detector has been placed against the synchrotron beam. And the acquired 
transmission image could be used to accurately measure the attenuation of synchrotron 
X-ray in the object. Both the phantoms that contain solutions of multiple trace metals and 
biological samples have been used to evaluate the performance of XFET imaging. 
 
In the first demonstration study associated with Mode 2, two multiple-pinhole apertures 
were tested with a prototype imaging system at the GSECARS beam line at APS. Firstly, 
a 15-pinhole (3×5) aperture with 300µm diameter and 3mm pinhole distance provided the 
Figure 6.6: Experimental Setup at Argonne APS beam line. 
CCD camera 
Lens-coupled CCD 
camera for transmission 
measurements 
Shutter system for 
synchrotron x-ray beam 
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detection efficiency with ~0.02%. The object-to-aperture distance was about 20mm. The 
second one was a 5×7 pinhole array of 100µm diameter and 1.6mm pinhole distance 
while the detection efficiency was only about 0.005% (Figure 6.7). Both apertures were 
made with tungsten sheet with 500µm thickness.  
 
 
The imaging phantom was made by three plastic tubes of 0.75mm inner diameter (ID), 
which were filled with uniform solutions containing 1.4mg/ml Fe, 3.3mg/ml Zn, and 
2mg/ml Br respectively. The fluorescence photons from different elements in the 
 
Bromine 
(11.9keV) 
Compton 
Scattering 
(14.6keV) 
Zinc 
(8.6keV) 
Iron 
(6.4keV) 
X-ray Energy (keV) 
Figure 6.8: Energy spectrum measured with the X-ray CCD (Andor Technology Model: 934N) detector. The energy 
threshold used for selecting fluorescence components are showed in the figure. 
Co
u
n
ts
 
Figure 6.7: The collimation apertures used in the measurements. The aperture has 121 pinholes of 100µm diameter 
while 75µm thick lead sheet is used to shield the pinholes except 5×7 pinhole array in the center.  
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phantom could been discriminated based on characteristic energy. An energy spectrum 
measured with CCD detector (Andor Technology: ikon-934N) is shown in Figure 6.8. 
The FWHM of K-alpha Br energy peak (11.9keV) is about 0.25keV. 
With the benefit of this excellent energy resolution, multiple characteristic K X-ray line 
energies were resolved from the three trace elements while the energy thresholds were 
used to effectively determine corresponding fluorescence events on the projection. For 
3D imaging, the sheet beam was manipulated with 50µm in width while object was 
transferred cross X-ray beam with a fixed step size of 50µm and 5 minutes data 
acquisition per slice. The energy-resolved projection data acquired with 15-pinhole 
aperture is displayed in Figure 6.9.  
 
Then using standard MLEM algorithm the distribution of Fe, Zn, and Br elements 
inside individual slices are reconstructed. In Figure 6.10 a 3-D volumetric distribution 
Bromine  
(11.9keV) 
Iron  
(6.4keV) 
Zinc  
(8.6keV) 
Compton scattering  
(14.6keV) 
Figure 6.9: Experimentally acquired projections with fluorescence and Compton scattered X-rays with 15-pinhole 
aperture. The projection data was acquired by stepping the phantom cross a thin sheet beam of X-ray at a fixed step 
size of 50µm. It took 5mins for data acquisition at each slice.  
Slice 20   
(-0.5mm) 
Slice 25  
 (0mm) 
Slice 30   
(0.5mm) 
Slice 35  
 (1.0mm) 
Slice 40  
 (1.5mm) 
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was build up by stacking the reconstruction slices together, which demonstrate the 
feasibility of using pinhole aperture to obtain 3D elemental mapping in intact samples.   
 
 
Recently, a single slit aperture has also been fabricated, and evaluated for imaging 
geometries associated with Mode 3.  In order to improve the spatial resolution a narrow 
slit width (~50µm) was used. The slit opening was fabricated with an acceptance angle of 
Figure 6.11: 3D rending of the reconstructed Br (red), Cu (green), and Compton scatter (black) distribution. 
~0.55mm 
~0.15mm 
~0.75mm 
Figure 6.10: 3-D rending of the reconstructed Fe (red), Zn (blue) and Bromine (green) distribution. 
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75 degrees in the plane perpendicular to the central line through the slit. Andor’s ikon-L 
X-ray detector (Model: 936DO) was used provide a relatively larger imaging area of 
2.76cm×2.76cm and higher spatial resolution with pixel size of 13.5µm. In the 
experiment the beam-to-slit distance was about 7.5mm with the magnification factor of 
~3.   
Firstly, the resolution phantom was made of three capillary tubes (ID: 550µm and OD: 
800µm), which were filled with NaBr (Br: 9.8mg/ml), CuCl2 (Cu: 12mg/ml), and empty 
respectively. For 3D imaging, the pencil beam of 50µm×50µm in size was used, while 
the object was scanned line-by-line with a fixed step size of 50µm. It took 40-second data 
acquisition at each step. In Figure 6.11 a 3D volumetric distribution was build up by 
directly stacking the non-multiplexing projection files. 
 
In addition, XFET technique has also been implemented to elemental mapping in 
biological samples. For example, zebra fish is a common and useful model organism for 
studies of vertebrate development and gene function. Since many zebra fish genes are 
still conserved in human, they may supplement higher vertebrate models, such as rats and 
mice in translational studies [138]. A zebra fish sample stained with osmium (Os) 
element has been imaged using same experimental setup as the phantom imaging. In fish 
imaging 2D area of 2mm×2mm has been scanned with a fixed step size of 50µm. The 3D 
volumetric distribution of osmium element in fish body was build up by directly stacking 
projection files. As shown in Figure 6.12, some tiny features, such as eye bubbles, have 
been clearly resolved. It has demonstrated that a good spatial resolution can be achieved 
with Mode 3 while using slit aperture to offer reasonable detection efficiency. 
Figure 6.12: XFET image of Zebra fish sample stained with Osmium (Os) element. It took 40 seconds of data 
acquisition at each step and the 2D area of 2mm×2mm has been scanned with a fixed step size of 50µm. 
transverse coronal sagittal 
~0.15mm 
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CHAPTER 7 
Conclusion and Future Work 
This dissertation is focused on the development of novel emission tomography 
systems. Several semiconductor detectors and scintillation detectors were developed and 
evaluated for use in SPECT imaging. In addition, the dissertation also proposes a method 
to use a modified emission tomography system for X-ray fluorescence imaging. Both 
experimental and Monte-Carlo modeling studies have been performed in this work. 
Several major conclusions from these studies are summarized below. 
Firstly, a small animal SPECT system with one of highest spatial resolutions available 
with both research and commercial systems was developed.  The system is based on the 
use of the intensified electron multiplying CCD (I-EMCCD) detector. It is capable of 
localizing scintillation photon at a resolution of around 24-144µm. When coupled to 
special scintillator, it provides an intrinsic spatial resolution of ~100µm for 140keV 
gamma ray.  
In this study, the intrinsic resolutions of I-EMCCD detector achieved with different 
scintillators, photo-counting algorithms, and detector operating conditions have been 
comprehensively investigated. The results from Monte Carlo simulation and experiment 
have demonstrated that I-EMCCD detector offers the combination of an excellent 
intrinsic spatial resolution, a good signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), a large active area and 
reasonable detection efficiency over an energy range between 27-140 keV.  
The imaging performance of dual I-EMCCD detector prototype system has been 
evaluated using both resolution phantoms and animal studies. Based on reconstructed 
SPECT/CT imaging the system demonstrates the capabilities of imaging a small activity 
in a reasonable imaging time. Compare to other high resolution SPECT systems, the 
system developed in this study has achieved the best imaging performance, even to 
hundred-micron level. This prototype system has been installed in Albert Einstein 
Hospital in Sao Paulo, Brazil. And more pre-clinic imaging studies will be conducted in 
the future. A full-scale system with 4 or 6 detectors has been proposed to further improve 
imaging speed. 
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Secondly, an energy-resolved photon counting (ERPC) detector for X-ray and gamma 
ray photon detection that provides a high spatial resolution and excellent energy 
resolution was developed. This semiconductor detector is based on hybrid pixel detector 
configuration. Some specific features of ASIC have been designed for SPECT imaging, 
which provide precise energy, position, and timing information. The prototype ERPC 
detector has been tested, and an excellent energy resolution of about 4keV can be 
achieved for the energy of 122keV. When a lab-made resolution phantom is used to 
evaluate the imaging performance, the Co-57 point source of 0.25mm in diameter and the 
disk source of 1mm in diameter and 0.5mm long have been clearly resolved, which 
demonstrates a spatial resolution better than sub-half-mm.  
Based on the results of this study, some future work has been proposed for further 
improvement. Firstly, ERPC detector can be equipped with relatively thick crystal (1-
5mm). Since there is discrete readout of cathode signal in the current circuitry, the depth 
information can be estimated from cathode-to-anode signal ratio (CAR), which can 
provide 3D position sensitivity and more accurate energy information. Secondly, the 
overall dimension of the prototype detector is relatively bulky because the readout PCB is 
placed on the periphery of detector hybrid. In order to minimize dead area we have 
proposed the modular detector configuration to support readout PCB at the back. Lastly, 
the new generation detector with smaller pixel size of ~250µm has already been under the 
development to further improve the spatial resolution.  
Thirdly, a novel image formation mechanism for X-ray fluorescence computed 
tomography applications was valuated. The detection system is based on high spatial 
resolution and high energy resolution semiconductor detectors, such as CCD detectors. 
Although this approach has a much lower sensitivity due to the use of collimator, it offers 
a greater amount of imaging information per detected photon and less multiplexing in the 
projection data. It also allows for a relative simple scan procedure, which leads to less 
time overhead and further improve imaging speed. Two new geometries have been 
proposed and evaluated in this study. Both experimental and Monte-Carlo studies have 
demonstrated the benefits of XFET over conventional XFCT. When using the same 
imaging time and radiation dose, the use of slit aperture offers an improved SNR and best 
imaging variance at the same resolution. On the other hand, pinhole aperture could be 
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used to offer the fastest 3D imaging at the cost of a higher radiation does. A CCD-based 
system has been set up at Argonne Advanced Photon Source. More phantom and 
biological sample measurements will be implemented to further evaluate the performance 
of this proposed approach.  
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